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Abstract

A search for the Higgs boson using the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider 

is outlined. The channel is associated Higgs boson production ttH  and subsequent 

decay via H  —>• bb for a Higgs mass of 110 - 130 GeV. The major backgrounds ttbb 

and t t j j  are simulated with matrix element generators, at leading order and next to 

leading order respectively. A cuts based analysis is used to maximise significance, 

however K-factors are not used. A comparison is also made between results from the 

cone (with radius 0.4) and kr  (with R parameter 0.45) jet reconstruction algorithms. 

For the cone algorithm, significances of 2.4, 1.5 and 1.0 were found for Higgs masses 

110, 120 and 130 GeV, respectively. For the kr  algorithm, significances of 2.4, 1.6 

and 1 .1  were found for Higgs masses 110, 120 and 130 GeV, respectively. The quoted 

significances are for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb-1.
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1 Introduction 1

Chapter 1 

Introduction

The Standard Model of particle physics has proved to be one of the most accurate and 

successful theories ever devised in terms of experimental agreement with theoretical 

predictions. One component of the Standard Model is a field which interacts with 

other Standard Model fields, resulting in some of the particles acquiring mass. This 

field is known as the Higgs field and has an associated observable particle, the Higgs 

boson. This particle is the only constituent particle in the Standard Model which 

has yet to be observed, but unfortunately its mass is not predicted. Theoretical and 

experimental constraints have narrowed the region for this mass to between 114.4 and 

several hundred GeV/c2. This thesis describes a search channel using the ATLAS 

detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which is currently under construction 

at CERN and is expected to start taking data in 2008.

ATLAS is a general purpose physics detector, one of four detectors (CMS, LHCb 

and ALICE being the others) on the LHC accelerator ring. The LHC is primarily a 

proton-proton collider with beams of energy 7 TeV and centre-of-mass energy 14 TeV. 

Within the lower constraints of the mass region, one of the most promising search 

channels is ttH  because it has a reasonable cross-section, but also a sufficiently distinct 

final state that can be differentiated from large QCD backgrounds. For a Higgs mass 

below 130 GeV/c2 the dominant decay mode is H  —» bb, therefore this is the final
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state searched for in this work. Below is a breakdown of the content of this thesis.

Chapter 2 introduces the Standard Model as a gauge theory and the Higgs mech

anism for electro-weak symmetry breaking. Then the properties of Standard Model 

Higgs boson are described together with the theoretical and experimental constraints 

currently placed on the Higgs boson mass. Some discussion is also made of the Super- 

symmetric extension to the Standard Model. Chapter 3 describes the Large Hadron 

Collider, the detectors due to run on the accelerator ring and the physics motiva

tion for its construction. Chapter 4 describes the ATLAS detector starting from the 

co-ordinate system, then each of the detector sections, before an outline of the data 

acquisition and trigger system.

Chapter 5 details the ATLAS software environment for Monte-Carlo event simu

lation, reconstruction and analysis. Additionally, a description is made of the two jet 

reconstruction algorithms, cone and hr- Chapter 6  is the analysis chapter. Firstly it 

describes the Monte Carlo data samples for the signal and major backgrounds and 

the properties of the final state particles therein. A step by step reconstruction of 

the signal hard process is detailed, at each stage attempting to maximise acceptance. 

As the final step, the Higgs boson candidates are reconstructed and the significance 

for 30 fb- 1  calculated. A comparison is also made between results from the cone and 

kT jet reconstruction algorithms. At the end of the chapter discussion of systematic 

errors is made and a comparison with the results from other similar studies. Chapter 

7 is a conclusion of the work presented, with reference to how the channel might be 

improved in the future.
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Chapter 2 

The Standard M odel

2.1 Standard M odel Particles and Interactions

The Standard Model (SM) [1-5] is the name given to the theory describing our current 

understanding of fundamental particles and their interactions. Of the four fundamen

tal forces of nature, (electromagnetism, weak interactions, strong interactions and 

gravity), three are described by the Standard Model. Quantum Electro-Dynamics 

(QED) is the oldest and describes electromagnetic interactions and later was unified 

with the weak nuclear force in the electroweak theory. Quantum Chromo-Dynamics 

(QCD) is the theory of the strong nuclear force, whilst the final force, gravity, has no 

clear (quantum) model as yet. Within the Standard Model there are two types of fun

damental (which is to say point-like and indivisible) particles: fermions and bosons. 

Fermions have \  integer spin and comprise the m atter in the universe. Bosons have 

integer spin and are responsible for interactions between particles, being mediators 

of the forces. The fermions are further split into two families: quarks and leptons. 

Quarks are found naturally in the protons and neutrons and carry charges associ

ated with all the fundamental forces. Leptons, on the other hand, do not carry any 

colour charge which means they are not affected by the strong nuclear force. The 

quarks and leptons are grouped into families, of which three have been identified. In
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actuality lower limits are placed on the masses of any fourth generation within the 

Standard Model and Z-boson decay measurements at LEP [6 ,7] indicate there must 

be exactly three. The groupings and general properties of these particles is shown in 

table. 2.1 (properties taken from Particle Data Group review 2006, see [8 ]). It is only 

the first generation which comprises ordinary m atter (i.e. valence quarks), whilst the 

second and third generations are generally only produced in accelerator experiments 

and high energy cosmic events and decay rapidly.

Generation Name Mass Charge

First up quark (u) 1.5 - 3.0 MeV §e

down quark (d) 3 - 7 MeV - l e

electron (e) «  0.511 MeV —e

electron neutrino (ue) < 2 eV at 95% CL 0

Second charm quark (c) 1.25 ±  0.09 GeV l e

strange quark (s) 95 ±  25 MeV ~ \ e
muon (p) «  105.698 MeV —e

muon neutrino (v < 0.19 MeV at 90% CL 0

Third top quark (t) 174.2 ±  3.3 GeV I e

bottom quark (b) 4.2 ±  0.07 GeV

tau (r) 1776.99±g;lg MeV —e

tau neutrino (uT) < 18.2 MeV at 95% CL 0

Table 2.1: Properties of the fundamental s p in fe r m io n s .  Values are taken from  

Particle Data Group review 2006.

As mentioned above, bosons are the carriers of the fundamental forces. The photon 

is the massless particle exchanged in electromagnetism and is of course observed on 

a daily basis. The heavy W  and Z° gauge bosons carry the weak charge, though 

due to their large mass they are short-ranged. The W  is responsible, for example,
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for /5-decay whilst the Z° interferes with the photon resulting in parity violation in 

atoms. In QCD, the mediating particle is called the gluon and is responsible for 

colour exchange between quarks. Like the photon it is massless; however like quarks 

they are only seen confined in bound states (called hadrons) in nature because the 

strong force increases with distance. The properties of these bosons, together with 

the hypothesised gravitation force carrier, the graviton, and the as yet unobserved 

Higgs boson are described in table. 2.2

Force Name Mass Charge Spin

electromagnetism photon (7 ) < 6  x 1 0 " 17 eV 0 1

weak nuclear IV-boson 80.403 ±  0.029 GeV ± 1 1

Z-boson 91.1876 ±0.0021 GeV 0 1

strong nuclear gluon (g) 0 0 1

gravity graviton (G) 0 0 2

Higgs boson (H) 114.4 < m u < 200 GeV 0 0

Table 2.2: Properties of the fundamental integer spin bosons

2.2 Gauge Theories

The Standard Model is a gauge theory; this is to say that the Lagrangian of the theory 

is locally as well as globally invariant. The Lagrangian describes the equations of 

motion of a system and invariance of this under local transformations gives rise to 

conserved quantities. It is also a quantised theory in that the mechanics of quantum 

theory can be used to create commutation relationships for continuous fields. The 

SM is actually comprised of three separate quantum field theories, one for each of the 

fundamental forces (except gravity). The first of these formulated was QED, where 

initially one writes the Lagrangian of a spin-^ (fermion) field 'ip:
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L =  il){irf d ll -  m)ip (2.1)

under the U(l) phase transformation of the fermion field of the form:

0  -► eiwil) (2 .2 )

the Lagrangian density is unchanged because the conjugate 0  transforms as

0  —» e~lw'ip (2.3)

However, if one allows the parameter w to vary in space-time such that w —> w(x)

i.e. local transformations, one discovers that the Lagrangian density is no longer 

unchanged. This is because the partial derivative in Eqn. 2.1 will act on the w(x) 

term. To remedy this a term corresponding to a vector field A^ is assumed to interact 

with the fermion field so that a term is added to the Lagrangian

L =  0 (z7 /x(d^ +  ieAp) -  m )0 (2.4)

This new term cancels out the change in the Lagrangian density introduced to 

allow space-time dependence, restoring invariance. One can understand this new field 

Ain in physical terms as the photon field and e as the electrical charge of the fermion. 

One also adds a kinetic term for A M corresponding to the field strength, written as 

which is also invariant under gauge transformations. The final Lagrangian is

Lqed =  0 (̂ 7 M( ^  +  ieA^) -  mj'ip -  (2.5)

In order to extend this theory to non-Abelian gauge theories i.e. where group 

elements do not commute, it is convenient to define the covariant derivative as

—  d̂ i ieA^

and rewrite the Lagrangian as

(2 .6)
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Lq e d  = i > ( i j ^  -  m)V> -  (2-7)

If one now considers an isodoublet undergoing an isospin transformation, which 

form the group SU(2), the Lagrangian density can be written as

L =  -  ntf'ipi (2.8)

The isospin transformation for ^  is written as

(2-9)

where a — 1 ... 3 because three parameters are required for a general isospin trans

formation (as there are three independent generators in SU(2)). Here the generators, 

T“ are the Pauli spin matrices. Again if one wishes to allow space-time dependence 

such that wa —> wa(x) one finds that the Lagrangian is no longer invariant. This is 

remedied by adding three vector boson fields A® one for each degree of freedom, with 

which the fermion isodoublet is then assumed to interact

L =  -  m l)ji4>j (2.10)

where the partial derivative is replaced by a covariant derivative, which is now a 2  x 

2 matrix

= dpi + ig T aA “ (2.11)

again a kinetic term is added of the form

_ 1  F^ F a ^  (2 .1 2 )

with one difference to the Abelian case being that cross terms appear in the derivative, 

indicating that the new vector boson fields are self-interacting. Using the above as a 

foundation, efforts were made to combine the electromagnetic and weak sectors into a

single electroweak model known as the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) model [1-3].
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2.3 GWS M odel

Immediate problems arise when trying to combine U ( 1 ) e m  and SU(2 ) because neu

trinos have no electric charge and none of the field components can be identified with 

the photon. When unifying the groups SU(2 ) ® U (l), a different Abelian group is 

used with corresponding boson B Mixing of the two groups leads to the W ±, Z° and 

7  observed experimentally. At this time a new quantum number, weak hypercharge, 

y , is postulated, which relates to electric charge via

Q = Y  + I (2.13)

where I ^  is the third component of weak isospin. The covariant derivative of a weak 

(left-handed) isodoublet is now

D„ = dlt + i g l aWZ + igw ta,n8w Y B lt (2.14)

where the three vector boson fields are now represented by W*. Note that this allows 

a (left-handed) neutral neutrino to interact with the B M field even though it does not 

interact with photons. For an isosinglet (such as the right-handed component of the 

electron) the derivative is

Dti = dfl + igw  tan 6WY B M (2.15)

which simply means they do not interact weakly. The term tan Qw  refers to the weak 

mixing angle, which is a measure of the relative strengths of the SU(2 ) gauge coupling 

gw and U (l) coupling gw

9w = P w tan 0 yv (2-16)

the charged bosons are identified as

w t  = ^ i K ± i W D (2 .17)
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and the Z Q and photon arise from

cos 9w — sin 6w

s i n  Oyy COS 0 \y

(2.18)

Although this now describes a locally invariant field theory with the appropriate 

force-mediating particles, there are obvious omissions. Firstly there are no mass terms 

for fermions within the unified theory, because of the different behaviour of the right 

and left-handed components. Additionally none of the gauge bosons is predicted to 

be massive, which, while correct for the photon is known to be false for the carriers 

of the weak charge. If one tries to introduce mass terms explicitly, the Lagrangian 

will no longer be invariant and the the theory will no longer be renormalizable. To 

solve this problem a new scalar doublet field was postulated, which would preserve 

invariance in SU(2) ® U(l) at some scale, but give mass at some lower energy. This 

process is called spontaneous symmetry breaking.

2.4 The Higgs Mechanism

Spontaneous symmetry breaking [9,10] occurs when the Lagrangian of a system is 

invariant under the symmetry group, but the ground state (or vacuum) breaks the 

symmetry. To achieve this one introduces a complex scalar field. The field will be 

required to couple to the gauge fields, so must have non-zero weak hypercharge and 

isospin. However the electric charge must be zero to preserve U ( 1 ) e m - Additionally 

there must be enough degrees of freedom to give mass naturally to the fermions and 

gauge bosons. A simple representation of this field is

<$°
$ 3  +  &  4 

+  2$  2
(2.19)
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with Y =  1 and Iw  = \- The Lagrangian of this field is

L =  -  Y($)

V(<F) is a potential defined by

y ($ )  =  _ /i2<r<l> +  A|<T<F|2

(2 .20)

(2.21)

v(*) V ( * )

Figure 2.1: 2 D  represen ta tion  f o r  the com plex sca lar  po ten tia l ,  f o r  a zero  (left-hand  

s ide) an d  n on-zero  (r igh t-hand  s id e )  vacuu m  expectation  value.

There are two possiblilites for the values of (j? and A. For A, the value must always 

be positive or the potential will be unbounded. For a negative /i2 (corresponding to 

an overall positive first term in the potential), the potential minimum will uniquely 

be at 0. This is known as the vacuum and such a solution is said to have zero 

vacuum expectation value (vev) .  If however /i2 is positive, (corresponding to an 

overall negative first term in the potential) the solution is not at zero and is also no 

longer unique. The solution for the location of the minimum, <$mm? is now satisfied
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3>mm _  ei6 ̂  j  ^  (2 .2 2 )

where 0 < 9 < 2ir, see fig. 2 .1 . One sees the vev  has an infinite number of degenerate 

states so convention defines the vacuum at 6 =  0. It is this choice which ‘breaks’ the 

symmetry.

=  z UlL = J L  (2.23)
V 2 A ^  V '

However one consequence of this is that there are ‘excitations’ which are degen

erate with the vacuum. The only way to add zero energy is to introduce additional 

fields with zero expectation value.

^  = 7 2 (7 \  + H + i4 ’) (2'24)
If one inserts Eqn. 2.24 into Eqn. 2.21 one now gets

y ($ )  =  i / H  + t iV \(H 3 + <t>2H ) + j ( H 4 + 04 + 2 H 2<t>2) +  ^  (2.25)
4  4  A

The key points of Eqn. 2.25 are that the first term means the field H  has a massive 

boson associated with it, whilst </> has no mass term and is associated with a massless 

particle called a G oldstone  boson. Unfortunately, because choosing the vacuum is 

equivalent to choosing a gauge, these Goldstone bosons introduce a problem as they 

allow one to move into other gauges. This is unphysical, but fortunately there is a 

solution. This comes from the fact that a massless boson has two degrees of freedom 

whereas a massive boson has three. The interaction of the field 4> with the gauge 

bosons of SU(2 ) 0  U(l) not only gives them mass, but also provides the extra degree 

of freedom needed, via the Goldstone boson (this is said to be ‘eaten’ by the gauge 

boson).

If one rewrites the Lagrangian as

L =  |£>$|2 -  ! / ( $ )  - (2.26)
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where D is now the covariant derivative given in Eqn. 2.14 and the usual interaction

quadratic in corresponding to mass terms. For the fermion masses, one must add 

terms ;o the Lagrangian ‘by hand’ vis Yukawa couplings, A/, to the Higgs boson. The 

masses of the fundamental particles are propotional to the vev of the Higgs field:

The Higgs mechanism thus provides a satisfactory method of providing mass for 

the gauge bosons and fundamental fermions. The Higgs boson arises as a natural 

consequence of the mechanism and in fact all its properties are predicted except for 

its mass. In the next section, the expected properties and constraints on the mass 

are discussed.

2.5 Higgs Boson Physics

2.5.1 Higgs Boson Decays

At first order the decay width from the Higgs boson to a pair of fermions is given by

has been added. Expansion of the \D$\2 produces many terms, some of which are

m w± = v

(2.27)

m Ho = vV2X = \f2ji

where ? and g are the gauge couplings and A/ are the couplings of the fermions to 

the Higgs boson. The vev is related to Fermi’s constant:

^  =  A  -> v = (V2Gf ) ^  «  246 GeV (2.28)

r ( H°  ->  / / )  = (2 .29)
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I 4777.2
where Nc  is a colour factor which is 1 for leptons and 3 for quarks and = * / 1 -----J y mHo
(there are higher order corrections to this [11]). One sees this favours higher fermion 

masses, assuming the Higgs boson is of greater mass than the fermions (necessary to 

be kinematically possible anyway). For the weak gauge bosons the decay width is 

given by

r (H° -> VV)  =  Sv  1 m%,(1 - 4 x  + 12x2)/3y (2.30)
16v 27r

where x — ^ 2^ , Sv — 2  for VF-bosons and 1 for the Z°  and fiv is a phase space 

term. For photons and gluons decays occur via heavy quark or W  loops and for 

ratfo < <  m top, the partial decay width is approximately

-Ti/T-T-fi . Gp o , .95 7 N f . a s .
r ( H  ( 2 M |

For masses over 200 GeV/c2, the total Higgs boson width is given by [1 2 ]

r(H°otal) = «  0.5T e V -2m 3Ho (2.32)

One can see for a Higgs mass of around 1.4 TeV the width would equal the mass. 

Even for a mass of few hundred GeV/c2 the width can be over 10 GeV/c2. For lower 

masses (less than 140 GeV/c2), the formula above would indicate width of around 0.5 

GeV/c2. In fact at this scale fermion decays dominate and the width is only about 

10 MeV. If one looks at these these decay widths in terms of branching ratios (see 

fig. 2.2), one sees that for low mass Higgs boson (mHo < 130 GeV/c2) not only is bb 

the dominant fermionic decay channel, it is by far the most dominant channel of all 

a t low masses. The decay fraction to bb is nearly 90% until 100 GeV/c2 where it falls 

gradually, then steeply above 130 GeV/c2. An order of magnitude lower than this 

is r +r~ which tails off in a similar manner, gg decay is the next most probable in 

this region, though as this is a difficult signature, of more interest is 7 7 . Once their
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decay processes become kinematically possible, the (initially off-shell) gauge bosons 

become the dominant decays. Obviously this occurs first for the kF-boson and this 

crosses over bb to become the most probable decay at around 140 GeV/c2. However, 

even though the W  is always dominant over the Z°, the latter is the one preferred in 

analyses in the higher mass region, as it provides a very clean signature.

Standard Model Higgs Branching Fractions 
m t = 175 GeV

: bb WW

&g

Tt
60 70 80  9 0 1 0 0 4 00  500200 300

(GeV)

Figure 2.2: Branching ratio of the Standard Model Higgs boson over a range of possible 

Higgs masses (figure from [13]).

2.5.2 Higgs Mass Constraints

2.5.2.1 U nitarity

One motivation for introducing a new scalar field as a mechanism for introducing 

mass, is to deal with divergences in kF-boson scattering at high energies [14]. If 

the kF-boson were massless, the s-wave scattering amplitude summation converges, 

however introducing mass means they are divergent. The Higgs boson introduces 

higher order correction loops which may remove the divergence, but only for certain 

values of Higgs mass. The relevant amplitude calculation gives
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m l „ < (850 GeV/c2)2) (2.33)
G F

2.5.2.2 Triviality and Vacuum Stability

Triviality [15] applies an upper limit on the Higgs mass, by requiring that the Higgs 

boson self coupling does not reach a Landau pole. The energy dependence of the self 

coupling A is approximately

AW 2) =  1 3A (^  (2-34)
87r2 v2

as A(u2) =  m 2H0/v 2 one sees a pole is approached as the mass increases and one would 

need to set Xv = 0 (implying a non-interacting theory). However if we assume that at 

some energy scale Q = A, new physics will become apparent, we can set requirements 

so that the Standard Model as presented is valid until this scale is reached. Therefore

2 87TU2

m « a ^  (2-35)

Eqn. 2.35 depends to some extent on the top mass, because of loop corrections, and 

on other higher order corrections. However, it provides the upper limit in fig. 2.3.

A lower bound can also be set, again varying depending on the scale of A. For 

small values of the self coupling, A, the large £-quark Yukawa coupling would yield 

negative vacuum values and the Higgs potential would not be stable [16]. Thus a 

further constraint is placed on Eqn. 2.34 (via the Higgs mass) that A(Q2) > 0 for all 

Q up to the scale of new physics. The combination of these two bounds provides a 

band of possible Higgs mass values, which narrows as the new physics scale increases 

(see fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Constraints on the Higgs mass from triviality (upper) and vacuum stability 

(lower), over a range of possible energies at which ‘new physics’ will become apparent 

(figure from [13]).

2.5.3 Precision M easurements

Although theoretical constraints placed initial bounds on the Higgs mass, recently 

tighter constraints have come from experimental results. Indirect measurements come 

from precise electroweak measurements which rely on the radiative corrections which 

must be made to various quantities. Because many of these quantities (e.g. mw, mz)  

are experimentally very well determined, one might have thought this would place 

tight bounds on the mass. Unfortunately the dependence is only logarithmic (or is 

gauge coupling supressed) due to SU(2) symmetries known as Veltman’s screening 

theorem [17] and predictions have large errors on them. m#o is also highly sensitive
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to the £-quark mass, which is not known to such a degree of accuracy as other values, 

but is continually improved upon. The best values for rriw and m t to date (June 

2007) come from the Tevatron Run II data. These are m w = 80413 ±  34(stat) ±  

34(sys) MeV/c2 [18] and m t =  170.9 ± 1 .8  GeV/c2 [19]. When these new values are 

used, much tighter constraints are set on the Higgs mass than were set by the LEP 

experiments (see fig. 2.4). One sees from the left hand plot that very tight upper 

bounds have now been placed on the mass. The right hand plot shows the difference 

from minimum best fit chi squared for all the electroweak data and the conclusion is 

that the most probable value for the Higgs mass is 801^6 GeV/c2. Shown also in the 

right hand plot is the region excluded by direct searches at LEP (see §2.5.4), which 

have excluded any mass below 114.4 GeV/c2 with 95% CL (hence the reason this 

number is used as a reference in the indirect search plots). In fact the latest precision 

data only just borders this region at the la  level such that the probability of m^o 

being greater than 114.4 GeV/c2 is only 19% and m Ho < 156 GeV/c2 at 95% CL [20].

2.5.4 Direct Searches

As mentioned in the previous section, direct searches have been made for the Higgs bo

son at previous experiments and as of June 2007 the best constraint comes from LEP. 

The result is m Ho > 114.4 GeV/c2 at 95% CL [22]. In fact the ALEPH experiment 

observed evidence at nearly 3<r level for a Higgs boson with mass 115 GeV/c2 [23], 

though this was not seen by all the LEP experiments. LEP had a centre of mass 

energy of slightly over 200 GeV/c2, but as it was an electron-positron collider all 

this energy was available for possible Higgs boson production processes. Obviously 

direct production i.e. e+e~ —> h° would be possible at energies below this maximum 

(assuming the Higgs mass is indeed smaller than 200 GeV/c2). However, because the 

coupling of fermions to the Higgs boson is proportional to the fermion’s mass squared, 

the cross-section for the above process is very small. Instead, associated production or
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Figure 2.4: Constraints on the SM  Higgs m ass based on latest (March 2007) measure

m ents o f the top mass and precision electroweak m easurements [21]. Shown on the 

left is the la  region compatible with the new m t and m w  compared to that previously 

possible. On the right is the A y 2 fo r  the precision electroweak measurements, showing

and the Higgs boson is then rad ia ted  from this. All the decay modes of the bosons 

are typically analysed, w ith the ‘in teresting’ events which were observed, occurring 

in the channel where the Z  radiates the Higgs boson and four je ts  result from the 

subsequent decays.

At hadron colliders the situation  is som ewhat different. The situa tion  is ‘messier’ 

because a) one does not know the exact parton  energies creating the hard  event 

(parton  d istribu tion) b) there are rem nants of the broken hadrons constitu ting  an 

underlying event and pile-up when (for example) more than  one collision is observed 

in the same bunch crossing. At the Tevatron experim ent, w ith centre-of-m ass energy 

1.96 TeV, the Higgs boson production cross-section is shown in fig. 2.5. Because of 

large cross-section QCD backgrounds, it is very difficult to  look for the m ost obvious 

signature of gg —» H  —* bb in the lower mass region. Therefore searches a t the

the m ost probable mass (the region excluded by direct L E P  searches is also shown).

‘H iggsstrahlung’ is a more viable search channel. Here a Z°  gauge boson is produced
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Tevatron concentrate on the associated production channels W H  and Z H  and, where 

kinematically allowed, the gluon fusion process with vector boson decays gg —»• H  —> 

W +W~. As of Summer 2006, the Tevatron had produced enough data (< lfb -1) 

to come within an order of magnitude of excluding the entire region from 1 0 0  — 2 0 0  

GeV/c2 at 95 % CL (see fig. 2.6). The sensitivity is best in the higher mass region 

130 < nriHo < 170 GeV/c2 where the accumulated luminosity is within a factor of 4 of 

that required (for 95 % CL exclusion). By 2008 enough data should be accumulated 

to make this exclusion (or alternatively observe deviations which would hint at a 

Higgs boson in this region). However, the low mass region is more difficult and at 

best the Tevatron could expect to see 3a evidence for a 115 GeV/c2 Higgs mass by 

2009.

The LHC is a proton-proton collider with a centre of mass of 14 TeV, many times 

that of the Tevatron. Therefore whilst the broad situation is somewhat similar to 

the Tevatron, cross-sections will be much higher (see lower fig. 2.5). However, two 

additional production mechanisms will become viable. Vector Boson Fusion (VBF), 

where two gauge bosons are radiated and annihilate to form the Higgs boson, will 

be the second most dominant production mechanism. Typically then one looks for 

decays to r  pairs or WW*, depending on the mass range (the obvious H  —> bb is again 

swamped by background). Of interest in the low mass region is the t tH  channel, 

where one can look for the favoured H  —tbb  decay because of the other components 

expected in the decay. Out of favour are the associated production modes W H  and 

ZH ,  because their final states are not complex enough to be seen over the massive 

FF+X and Z+X  backgrounds. One final interesting channel in the low mass region is 

g g ^ H  7 7  because, although the branching ratio for H  —> 7 7  is very small, the 

large cross-section makes it viable if one has good knowledge of the background. The 

LHC is expected to begin operation in 2008 and after 3 complete years of data taking 

should have 30 fb- 1  of data. At this point the ATLAS experiment expects to be able 

to claim discovery across the entire (non-excluded) mass range, see fig. 2.7. However
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Figure 2.5: SM  Higgs boson production cross sections over a range o f masses at the 

Tevatron and LH C  [24].
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me sees th a t low mass region is the m ost difficult, which is exactly the  region the 

rc e n t indirect searches have pointed to. In this region it will be necessary to add 

tie significance of independent channels and optim ising each channel is even more 

in p o rtan t.

U
$

Tevatron Run II Preliminary

CDF: 320 pb 1

i 261 pb

10

L DO: 378 pb

CDF+DO Combined

July 26. 2006

110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190
mH (GeV)

F gure  2.6: Ratio o f accumulated lum inosity to that required to exclude SM  Higgs 

bcson production at 95% CL over a range o f masses at the Tevatron (Sum m er 2006, 

[10]).

2.6 B ey o n d  th e  S ta n d a rd  M o d e l

A .though no d a ta  to  date  have directly  contradicted  the S tandard  Model and its pre

dictions (in fact some quantities are the m ost precisely predicted and m easured in 

nature), there are a num ber of problem s. Aside from failing to describe the g rav ita

tional force, two main issues are the hierarchy problem  and gauge coupling unification. 

The hierarchy problem  [26-28] is essentially th a t the Higgs mass is as sm all as pre

dicted. The S tandard  Model is expected to  be valid up to a very high energy scale,
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H —* Y Y ■ ttH <H -» bb) * H —> ZZr ' -
f L d t =  30  fb * 
( no K-factors)  
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Figure 2.7: Combined significance expected by A T L A S  after accumulating 30 fb 1 o f 

data (figure from  [25]).

\ NP zs 10lf) GeV, a t which point some new physics will become apparent. Because 

there are quadratically  divergent contributions to  the Higgs mass, the na tu ra l value 

would be of the order of th is new physics. The only way (within the S tandard  Model) 

the hierarchy problem  could be solved is if loop corrections are of the precise order 

required to  alm ost exactly cancel the divergent term s. Because of the difference in 

m agnitude, th is ‘fine tu n in g ’ would have to be of the order of 1 0 -26, which is un

natural. Gauge coupling unification is the desire th a t a t some scale (usually near 

the scale Ayvp above), the couplings become equal. This would allow one to  unify 

the strong, weak and electrom agnetic force in some G rand Unified Theory (G UT). 

It is already known th a t the couplings vary depending on the energy one looks at, 

bu t w ithin the S tandard  Model ex trapolation  of these ‘runn ing’ couplings does not 

feature an intersection for all three couplings a t the same energy scale.

One of the most common solutions to  these problem s is supersym m etry (SUSY) [29, 

30]. The basic premise is th a t every fermion has as a boson p artner and every boson 

has a fermion partner. The superparticle would be expected to have the same mass
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as its Standard Model partner - which would hold as true for the Higgs boson as any 

other. Because this ‘Higgsino’ partner is a fermion, its mass is stable (one can think 

of supersymmetric loop diagram cancelling out each divergent Standard Model one). 

These partners have not yet been observed, so SUSY cannot be an exact symmetry 

and must be broken at some scale. This scale is expected to be near the vev of the 

Higgs field and should therefore be observable at the current generation of collider 

experiments. An additional benefit of supersymmetry being on the order of the TeV 

scale is that the running coupling constants change their behaviour and could possi

bly all intersect at one point. This is considered a strong point in favour of SUSY, 

but conclusive evidence needs direct detection of the superpartners. In fact there are 

other ways to solve the aforementioned problems and also more than one flavour of 

SUSY; the next section will consider the Minimal Suspersymmetric Standard Model 

(MSSM) and concentrate on the Higgs sector.

Although for most particles in the Standard Model it is perfectly adequate to add 

one superpartner, if one does this for the Higgs boson one finds this introduces a 

gauge anomaly. If, however, one has two Higgsinos this is resolved. Of course one 

must then have an additional scalar Higgs doublet for symmetry. There are many 

of these two Higgs Doublet Models (2HDM’s [31]) but the one used in the MSSM, 

type 2, predicts five Higgs bosons. Two are CP-even and neutral (h° and H°), one 

is CP-odd and neutral (A0) and the other two charged (H + and H~). One expects 

that one of the CP-even states will be light (the mass should not be greater than 

«  130GeV/c2) and Standard Model-like in its behaviour. The other CP-even state 

should be degenerate with the CP-odd state, A 0. Because there are now two Higgs 

doublets there are two ueu’s, vi and v2. Two parameters are typically used to describe 

the Higgs sector; one is the mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson A 0 and the ratio of the 

ueu’s

+ a V2 tan p = —
v\

(2.36)
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One then postulates scenarios depending on the size of these values and w hat 

one expects to be able to  observe. At the LHC a t least one Higgs boson should be 

visible across the entire param eter space. For exam ple, w ith 30 fb - 1  of d a ta  in the no 

m ixing model, the s itua tion  is as shown in fig. 2.8. One sees th a t a t least one type of 

Higgs boson is generally visible a t low itla for all tan  (3. For m ,4 above 150 G eV /c 2 

a gap region appears a t medium  tan  (3 ( «  1 0 ), increasing in area as increases. 

Fig. 2.9 shows th a t once 300 fb~] has been accum ulated, th is gap is closed largely by 

the  associated production W h  and tth  channels, w ith h —»• bb and h —> 7 7  decays. 

Searching for Supersym m etry is particu larly  im portan t because the la test precision 

electroweak d a ta  favours supersym m etry w ith a low mass Higgs boson (see fig 2.10, 

an alternative view to  the left-hand side plot in fig. 2.4).

ATLAS 
/L d t =  30 fb " ’

^W/X>/>AAAA/AAAA/̂ ////AA
________ /I  lit _  1 75  nh ”

V/WA7/ '{//AAV///////////,

7777777777/
-» h h -»

mA (GeV)

Figure 2.8: Observability o f various M SSM  Higgs bosons in the no mixing model, over 

the M SSM  parameter space fo r SO fb - 1  o f data accumulated by A T L A S . The shaded 

areas indicate the observable (5a ) region and the area below the black line are excluded 

at 95 % CL by notional L E P  predictions.
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ATLAS 
/L d t = 3 0 0  fb'

»bH*,
h-A -vyond 

jtW h/tth , n —>yy
f t t th ,  n —»

:H->hh-»bbry

•w -^Zh —> llbb* 

H —> zzw —̂ 4 |2

m A (GeV)

Figure 2.9: Observability o f various M SSM  Higgs bosons in the no mixing model, over 

the M SSM  parameter space fo r  300 fb - 1  o f data accumulated by A T L A S . The shaded 

areas indicate the observable (bo) region and the area below the black line are excluded 

at 95 % CL by notional LE P  predictions.
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Figure 2.10: Constraints on the Higgs mass based on latest (March 2007) measure

m ents o f the top mass and precision electroweak m easurements. Shown is the 1 o 

region compatible with the new m t and m w ■ The region lies in the S U S Y  domain  

suggesting this m ay be the correct model to search for.
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Chapter 3 

The Large Hadron Collider

This chapter introduces the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) project, describing the 

collider itself and a summary of the four experiments being run at points along the 

beam-line. Then the main physics studies to be investigated are described, with 

reference to previous experiments and theoretical predictions.

3.1 Accelerator Design

The LHC [32] will primarily be a proton-proton ring collider with a centre of mass 

energy of 14 TeV, which will also be capable of heavy ion acceleration. It is being 

built at CERN within the 27 km long tunnel previously used in the LEP experiment. 

Aside from the main collider, smaller accelerators are used to boost the protons’ 

energy to a level suitable for injection into the LHC (see fig. 3.1). The protons are 

produced in a linear accelerator at 50 MeV and are then boosted to 1.4 GeV in the 

proton synchrotron booster. This feeds into the Proton Synchrotron (PS) proper 

which accelerates them to «25 GeV, before passing on to Super Proton Synchrotron 

(SPS). The energy for injection into the LHC from the SPS will be 450 GeV. The 

LHC beam-pipe is held entirely under vacuum and is cooled in places to temperatures 

as low as 1.9 K in order for the superconducting magnet system to operate. These
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niobium -titan ium  m agnets are of a type capable of producing m agnetic fields strong 

enough ( « 8  Tesla) to  steer the 7 TeV beam s. The Radio Frequency (RF) cavities are 

also superconducting and are responsible for accelerating and m ain tain ing  the 7 TeV 

beam s in bunches, a t 25 ns intervals w ith each bunch containing around 1 0 u  protons. 

The design lum inosity is 1034 cm _2 s_1, though this will only be achieved after several 

years running, from a s ta rting  point of 1033 c n f 2s_1. W hen the design lum inosity 

is reached around twenty-four sim ultaneous in teractions are expected a t each bunch 

crossing, which act as a sim ultaneous background (or pile-up) to any ‘in teresting’ 

events.

SPS

Figure 3.1: Accelerators at the LHC. A linear accelerator feeds the P S  (via the P S  

booster), which in turn feeds the SPS. The S P S  provides the final boost before injection  

to the LHC.
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3.2 L H C  E x p e r im e n ts

There are four experim ents being run on the LHC beam -line, the pro ton  beam s 

being steered such th a t the bunches cross a t four in teraction points (see fig. 3.2). 

Two of these experim ents are general purpose detectors, designed to  look a t many 

different types of physics. These are ATLAS [33] (A Toroidal LHC A ppara tu s) and 

CMS [34] (Com pact Muon Solenoid). The LHCb [35] experim ent is different in th a t 

it is designed solely to  look a t 6-physics, whilst the final detector ALICE [36] (An 

LHC Ion Collider Experim ent) is different again in th a t it looks a t heavy ion collisions 

(which will use approxim ately 1 0 % of beam -tim e).

RF
& Future Hxpi Dump

Octant 5

Cleaning

I.HC-B

Low p 
( B physics)

L o w p (p p ) 
High Luminosity

Figure 3.2: The four experiments at the LH C  and their relative position in the ring.
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3.3 Physics M otivation

3.3.1 Standard M odel M easurements

A large part of the physics program is dedicated to measuring parameters of the Stan

dard Model either to higher accuracy (due to larger cross-sections) or unmeasured 

parameters (at energies previously inaccessible). In the case of CMS and ATLAS 

these include W  mass measurements, gauge boson triple coupling (e.g. W W Z )  and 

particularly the mass, coupling and decay properties of the t-quark. LHCb will mea

sure many of the properties of H-mesons, producing more accurate measurements 

(particularly of Charge-Parity (CP) violation) than were previously possible.

3.3.2 Higgs Boson

A huge motivation for building the LHC is to attem pt to discover the Higgs boson, not 

least because measurements at LEP suggested it may not be far from the operating 

reach of that machine. ATLAS and CMS both have very extensive Higgs boson 

search programmes, covering a large mass range (from 114.4 GeV/c2, excluded at 95% 

confidence level by LEP [22], to several hundred GeV/c2, beyond which theoretical 

predictions become restrictive [37]) and many different production and decay modes. 

If and when discovery is made, these experiments will also attem pt to measure some 

of the key properties of the Higgs boson, such as its coupling to other particles.

3.3.3 Beyond the Standard M odel

Searches for new physics at the LHC are expected by many to prove fruitful, because 

some discrepancies exist in the established Standard Model. For instance the Hierar

chy Problem [26-28] (why the Higgs mass is so much smaller than the Planck mass) 

may be solved by Supersymmetry (SUSY) [29,30], discussed further in §2.6. If these 

partners exist they should be within reach of the LHC and detectable by ATLAS and
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CMS. Another clue to new physics would be in CP violation in the 5-meson system, 

if it is found that measurements are not compatible with a single unitarity triangle. 

LHCb will be the main detector in this search though the general purpose detectors 

will also be involved. A final mention is due to the heavy ion program which it is 

hoped will produce energies and densities high enough to resemble the very early 

universe. ALICE will investigate the quark-gluon plasma phase of matter, to test the 

validity of certain cosmological models [38].
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Chapter 4 

The ATLAS D etector

4.1 Overview

The ATLAS detector will be the largest and most complex detector ever built, with 

much of the hardware already installed as of early 2007. Measurements involving 

transverse energy require the detector to be hermetic in the pseudorapidity range 

[—5,5]. Therefore ATLAS is cylindrical in shape, with a diameter of 2 2  m and length 

of 42 m. A cross-sectional view along its axis is shown in fig. 4.1. The number of 

particles, especially at high luminosity running, requires excellent tracking from the 

inner detector, whilst the outer sections must achieve excellent energy resolution of the 

outgoing particles. What follows is a breakdown of each of the detector subsystems, 

as defined in [39], though the initial layout will differ slightly (see §4.8).

4.2 Co-ordinate System

The Cartesian co-ordinate system used by ATLAS is as follows: The origin is the 

nominal interaction point; the rr-axis is roughly horizontal and points from the origin 

to the centre of the ring; the z-axis points along the anti-clockwise beam direction 

(as viewed from above); the y-axis points upwards with respect to the x  and 2: axes
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(This is slightly off local geological vertical) to complete the system. These can then 

be converted to spherical co-ordinates, with the polar angle (0) measured from the 

beam axis in the z — y plane and the azimuthal angle (0 ) measured around the beam 

axis in the x — y plane (see Eqns. 4.1, 4.2). For ATLAS, 4> is measured from the +x- 

axis (positive values being anti-clockwise) and 6 measured from the +z-axis, positive 

values being in the positive ^-direction. Convention in particle physics is to use 

another quantity, pseudorapidity (77) defined in Eqn. 4.3, because particle production 

is more uniform when viewed in this system and vitally particle separation in 77-space 

is Lorentz invariant. The size of objects and their separation can now be measured 

in this pseudorapidity-azimuthal phase space and we define a distance parameter A R  

in Eqn. 4.4.

(j> = tan 1  ̂ (4.1)

z
= cos 1 I . 1 (4.2)

y y jx 2 +  y2 +  z2)

77 =  - I n  ( tan  ( ^  J (4.3)

A R  = \J  (A77)2 +  (A (f>)2 (4.4)

4.3 Magnet System

ATLAS uses a superconducting magnet system, consisting of a central solenoid sur

rounding the Inner Detector (see §4.4) and three air-filled toroids outside the calorime

ter. The inner solenoid is unusual in that it is closer to the beam than the calorimetry 

systems, to maximise field strength and uniformity (of 2 T). However the drawback 

is that the material causes showering to begin before the calorimeter is reached, so 

compromises on the solenoid design are made (such as sharing the same cryostat as 

the Electromagnetic Calorimeter). The air-core toroids (one barrel plus two end-caps) 

each consists of eight flat coils assembled radially and symmetrically around the beam
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Solenoid

Detector characteristics
Width: 44m

u  a Diameter: 22m

<  II Weight: 7000t
CERN AC ATLAS V1997

Forw ard C alorim eters
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M uon D etecto rs

Barrel Toroid 'n n e r  D etec to r
H adronic C alorim eters

Shielding

E lectrom agnetic  C alorim eters

Figure 4.1: The A T L A S  Detector

axis, outside the calorim etry system. The open system  reduces m ultiple scattering 

effects on m om entum  resolution, as well as the overall detector weight, w hilst creating 

a toroidal field perpendicular to the outgoing partic les’ direction. Field streng th  is 2 

T in the central region and 4 T in the end-caps.

4.4 In n e r  D e te c to r

The Inner D etector (ID) reconstructs tracks of charged particles and m easures their 

m om entum , based on their curvature in the 2 T  solenoid field. As the nam e suggests 

it is the innerm ost p art of the detector m easuring ju s t 1.15 m in radius and 6.9 m 

in length, w ith an acceptance region of \rj\ <  2.5. At initial low lum inosity it should 

be capable of reconstruction of charged tracks with p r  >  0.5 G eV /c from prim ary
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and secondary decay vertices, w ith >  95% efficiency over the full coverage. This is 

m ade possible by three subsystems: the pixel detector; sem iconductor tracker (SCT) 

and transition  rad iation  tracker (TRT) (see fig. 4.2). The first two of these provide 

ou tstand ing  resolution (with a correspondingly large num ber of readout channels), 

bu t relatively few hits per track, whereas the TR T provides m any more hits, bu t at 

the cost of much lower resolution.

Barrel SCT

Forward SCT

Pixel Detectors

Figure 4.2: The A T L A S  Inner Detector

4.4.1 P ix e l  D e te c to r

The pixel detector is the closest to the beam -pipe. It can m easure positions very 

accurately, which is vital for secondary decay identification. Precise knowledge of 

im pact param eters is key when identifying B -hadrons and thus tagging 6-flavoured 

jets. Each pixel is 50 /im  in (f) and 400 fim  in z, w ith a to ta l active detector area of 2.3 

m 2. If a charged particle passes through a cell, ionisation in the silicon substra te  is 

collected and read out directly via one of the millions of dedicated channels. The pixel
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modules are arranged in three layers at radii (from the interaction point) of 5.05 cm, 

8.85 cm and 12.25 cm. The innermost of these (the ‘B’ layer) will be subject to the 

harshest radiation environment and has therefore been designed to be upgradeable.

4.4.2 Semiconductor Tracker

The Semiconductor Tracker (SCT) is based on silicon microstrip technology, with 

n-type bulk as it is the most radiation resistant [40]. In the barrel region (|?/| < 1.4) 

there are four layers allowing for four measurements of track points, at radii of 30 

to 52 cm. Each layer consists of two modules with a pitch of 80 /im glued back-to- 

back, with a slight offset of 40 mrad. The first module is aligned with the beam-pipe 

and allows measurement of qi>, whilst the second measures the ^-coordinate. In each 

end-cap region there are nine disks covering a similar radial distance as the barrel 

region (from 26 to 56 cm), in the |?7 | region 1.4 - 2.5. In both barrel and end-caps the 

expected resolution is 16 /im in 4> and 580 /im in z (barrel) or r (end-cap).

4.4.3 Transition Radiation Tracker

The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) uses proportional counters known as straws, 

filled with a Xe-C0 2 -CF4 gas mix. A gold-plated W-Re wire in each straw acts as the 

anode, with a mean electronic drift time of 40 ns. On average an outgoing particle 

will hit 36 tubes which, despite providing relatively poor accuracy compared to the 

silicon detectors, is vital in determining the momentum of tracks and plays a major 

part in electron identification. The barrel region (|?7 | < 0.7) extends over radii 56 to 

107 cm, with the straws placed in 73 layers parallel to the beam axis. In each end- 

cap region (0.7 < \rj\ < 2.5) there are 18 ‘wheels’ with radially mounted straws, the 

different orientations maximising the number of straws a particle will pass through.
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4.5 C a lo r im e try

Calorimeters m easure energy deposition from electrons, photons and hadrons. Be

cause of the different way these particles in teract, it is custom ary to  divide the 

cdorim etry  into electrom agnetic and hadronic sections. In the case of ATLAS (see fig. 

43), there is an electrom agnic calorim eter covering the pseudorapidity  region |?/| <  

3.2, a hadronic barrel calorim eter covering the region \r)\ < 1.7, hadronic end-caps 

ccvering 1.5 <  \rj\ < 3.2 and forward calorim eters covering 3.1 <  |?/| <  4.9.

ATLAS Calorimetry (Geant)

F o r w a r d  L A r  
C a l o r i m e t e r s

H a d r o n i c  T i le  
C a l o r i m e t e r s

H a d r o n i c  L A r  E n d  C a p  
C a l o r i m e t e r s

Figure 4.3 The A T L A S  Calorimeters
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4.5.1 Electrom agnetic Calorimeter

The ATLAS Electromagnetic (EM) Calorimeter (Cal) is a sampling calorimeter, with 

inter-spaced layers of lead plates and liquid argon (LAr). Lead plates cause showering 

of electrons giving rise to bremsstrahlung photons. These then convert into pairs, 

producing secondary particles which create ionisation in the LAr gaps. A high electric 

field causes the ionisation electrons to drift to copper electrodes. The lead plates have 

an accordion geometry which allows complete azimuthal (</>) coverage and the detector 

itself is segmented into sampling regions. The Presampler is simply a thick layer of 

argon with no lead, covering the region \r)\ < 1 .8 , whose purpose is to correct for 

losses in the inner detector and solenoid. The three sampling layers after this vary in 

granularity (resolution) according to their pseudorapidity, the majority (energy less 

than 50 GeV) of EM showers in the barrel region being covered by the 2nd sampling 

with a resolution of A 77 x A (f) = 0.025 x 0.025. As the EM Cal is devoted to precision 

physics in the low pseudorapidity region (\r)\ < 2.5) it requires very good energy 

resolution, as shown in Eqn. 4.5 (for energy in GeV).

f = S e¥®°-01- <4-5>
4.5.2 Hadronic Calorimeter

The ATLAS Hadronic Calorimeter in the central region (\rj\ < 1.7) is a sampling 

calorimeter which uses an iron absorber and plastic scintillating tiles as the active 

material. As in the LAr, the alternating structure of metal plates (to initiate showers) 

and detector substrate is used. The (blue) light from the scintillators is absorbed by 

wavelength shifting fibres, which re-emit photons of longer wavelengths suitable for 

photomultipliers. Because the Hadronic Calorimeter’s main task is measurement of 

larger jets, the granularity need not be as fine as in the EM Cal. In the main these 

barrel calorimeters have a resolution of Ar) x A<j> = 0.1 x 0.1, dropping to 0 .2  x 0.2 

for \rj\ > 2.5. At higher pseudorapidity (1.5 < \r)\ < 3.2) the hadronic end-cap (HEC)
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calorimeters provide the coverage. Like the EM Cal, LAr is used as it is radiation 

hard, though the plate material here is copper. The very forward regions (3.1 <  \rj\ < 

4.9) are also covered by LAr calorimeters, with a mixture of copper and tungsten 

plates. This choice of material limits the size and width of very forward jets and cuts 

down on background into the more central calorimeters. Due to the lower granularity, 

energy resolution is not expected to be as high as in the EMCal, the design being as 

in Eqn. 4.6 (for energy in GeV) in the region \rj\ < 3, the constant term increasing 

to 10% in the region 3.0 < \rj\ < 4.9.

f  =  M ©  0.03. (4.6)

4.6 Muon System

The muon system in ATLAS (see fig. 4.4) is a key component as it serves as a trigger 

for some of the most important search channels and a high precision muon spectrom

eter for measuring track momenta. For example, the ‘golden’ Higgs boson search 

channel H  —»■ ZZ* —>• /i/i/i/i should be detectable giving a Higgs mass resolution of 

«  1%. The triggering is achieved by Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC’s) in the barrel 

region (\rj\ < 1) and Thin Gap Chambers (TGC’s) in the transition (1.0 < M < 1-4) 

and endcaps (1.4 < |?7| <  3.0). The RPC’s are gas-filled parallel plate capacitors 

which work by collecting electrons from ionisation caused by traversing muons. The 

TGC’s work effectively like multi-wire proportion chambers and operate in the en

vironment with higher count-rates because of their better spatial resolution. These 

two detector types are also used (in their respective regions above) for measuring 

the secondary co-ordinate (</>) of tracks. The precision systems used are Monitored 

Drift-Tube Chambers (MDT’s) and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC’s) in the outer 

end-caps (\r)\ > 2) for extra coverage where higher granularity is required. MDT’s 

consist of 3 cm diameter aluminium tubes, with a single central wire providing spatial 

resolution of «  80 /im. CSCs are multi-wire proportional chambers capable of precise
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(< 60 fim ) position m easurem ent along the anode wires, by determ ining the centre 

cf gravity of the charge induced by the avalanche on one of the cathodes. As well as 

providing 77 m easurem ent in the high pseudorapidity region, they assist the T G C ’s 

v ith  (f> m easurem ent.

Cathode Strip
Muon Spectrometer chambers

Resistive Plati 
Chambers

Monitored Drift Tube 
ChambersThin Gap 

Chambers

Figure 4.4: The A T L A S  M uon System,

4.7 T riggering  a n d  D a ta  A cq u is it io n

The ATLAS trigger and D ata  Acquisition (DAQ) system  is based on three layers of 

event selection [41], [42]. Their task is to reduce the initial event ra te  (40 MHz at 

maximum lum inosity), to  a level m anageable for bo th  offline processing and perm a

nent storage. Firstly, the Level-1 trigger (LVL1 ) reduces the ra te  to 75 kHz using
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 ̂series of simple triggers (e.g. an isolated electromagnetic deposit over 25 GeV, 

IM25I). These are chosen to meet the requirements of the majority of physics chan- 

rels, but some flexibility is possible. Interesting events are stored in readout buffers 

hr consideration by the level-2 trigger (LVL2), which applies selection algorithms to 

firther test the desirability of an event (e.g. Secondary muons from pions and kaons, 

l«w energy muons selected due to the limited LVL1 resolution and cavern background 

nuons must all be removed). If the event passes LVL2, the DAQ system transfers 

tie readout buffer to the third level filter, the event filter (EF). The EF runs offline 

agorithms and has extra information available, such as alignment and magnetic field 

data. The combined output of LVL2 and the EF is the High Level Trigger (HLT) 

aid if the event passes this final stage it is stored offline, this happening typically 

oi the order of 100 Hz. The 100 Mb/s storage rate means total stored data will 

eiceed 1 Pb per year, which will all be accessible to those performing physics studies, 

hbte however that in the analysis presented here, the trigger is not simulated and is 

approximated by a cut throughout this study.

4.8 Staging and Deferrals

Wien the LHC begins operation, sections of ATLAS will not be complete (largely 

die to funding restrictions). Key missing sections include: the middle pixel layer; 

the end-cap ‘C’ wheels in the TRT; eight sections in the muon end-cap CSC’s; half 

of the Digital Signal Processor boards for the LAr instrumentation and HLT+DAQ 

deferrals mean the LVL1 trigger rate must be 40 kHz. The two areas above most 

damaging to the channel presented in this study are the trigger, as threshold levels 

have had to be increased to achieve the new rates, and the pixel layer, because very 

good 6-tagging of jets is highly dependent on the resolution achieved by the silicon 

tracking sections of the Inner Detector. This detector layout is known as the ‘Initial’ 

layout and all physics studies in this analysis use a flavour of this layout throughout 

(kiown as ‘Rome-Initial’, see [43]).
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Chapter 5 

Software

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the software packages used in detector simulation, object re

construction and event reconstruction. The first section introduces Monte-Carlo event 

simulation and then describes the two different detector simulations (full and fast). 

The next section discusses the specific case of jet reconstruction, comparing the cone 

and kr  algorithms. The final section describes the environment for analysis, with 

particular reference to the EventView package.

5.2 Event and D etector Simulation

In order to understand the results when actual data is produced, it is necessary to 

simulate the event and its interaction with the detector. The first step is the hard 

process, in which two partons from the colliding protons interact. The density of 

partons within the protons is described by Parton Distribution Functions (PDF’s), 

which defines the fraction of energy and flavour type of the constituents. The hard 

process is described by matrix elements, calculated to first order. After the hard 

scattering, radiation from the initial/final state partons is included. Sometimes this
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Final State Radiation (FSR) is also calculated exactly, depending on whether the 

relevant matrix elements have been calculated. In any case, at some point evolution 

via Parton Showering (PS) is introduced, to provide a link between the perturbative 

QCD parton stage and the bound state hadrons which are observed. The lowest 

eiergy partons, together with the remnants of the colliding protons, undergo a process 

called hadronisation. These ‘jets’ of hadrons will decay to stable particles which 

iiteract with the detector.

True detector simulation requires an accurate description of the detector (in terms 

o: geometry and material) and must be able to simulate physics events and track par

ticles as they interact with the detector. It should cope well with all physics processes, 

across the anticipated energy range of the LHC. For the ATLAS software release 9.0.4 

(the so called ‘Rome’ production) this was done by the G EA N T4 package [44]. This 

is a version designed from the outset to handle the environment of the LHC (high 

energy hadronic processes) and is far more adaptable to changes in geometry than its 

predecessor. Nearly all the 1.5 x 108 active detector volumes of the real ATLAS de

tector are simulated, together with various dead zones and other material which may 

affect physics processes. Consequently simulation is a very computer intensive pro

cess. Before reconstruction can begin a secondary stage called digitisation is needed. 

Tie purpose of this is to present the data as is expected from the detector, including 

simulation of the front-end electronics and noise injection. The Raw Data Objects 

(EDO’s) produced are the input to the full reconstruction, which is discussed below 

(or in more detail in the ATLAS Computing Technical Design Report [45]).

In full reconstruction there are two distinct reconstruction types: the tracking 

system and calorimeter reconstruction. The tracking system is a common framework 

used separately in the inner detector and muon chambers. Clusters of hits in the pixel 

detectors and drift circles in the muon tubes, together with space points are used to 

identify tracks. In the calorimeters, the basic constituents are CaloCells which are 

combined into towers and ultimately CaloClusters. Identification of physics objects
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is achieved by combining the output of the detectors. For example, electrons are 

found by matching an inner detector track with an electromagnetic cluster from the 

calorimeter. All data from reconstruction is stored in the Event Summary Data 

(ESD), though this is typically slimmed to the Analysis Object Data (AOD) form.

Fast simulation and reconstruction is necessary because very large data samples 

are too CPU intensive to simulate fully. The package used is called A t l f a s t  and its 

strategy is somewhat different (see [46] for initial conception and [47] for the C + +  

implementation). Instead of simulating detector response, it simply takes the stable 

particle content from the Monte-Carlo. The energy and momenta are then smeared 

with parameters calculated from full simulation studies. Clusters in the calorimeters 

are created by summing all stable interacting particles in simple calorimeter cells. 

Clusters are then assigned to discrete Monte-Carlo particles (electrons, muons and 

photons), which are within a cone of the cluster. Remaining clusters are free as input 

to jet-finding algorithms and any remaining after this stage are used in reconstructing 

the event’s missing energy. The output of A t l f a s t  can be stored in the ESD or 

AOD, the key being that at the AOD level one can, to first order, work with the fast 

simulated data in the same way as fully simulated data.

5.3 Jet Reconstruction

In either full or fast simulation one has identified energy clusters which need to be 

combined into jets. In ATLAS the cone algorithm has been the classical choice, though 

in recent years the algorithm has started to attract interest as an alternative.

5.3.1 Cone Algorithm

The cone algorithm for jet finding is very intuitive and easy to understand. From 

the energy clusters, sometimes called a protojet or in 3D projection through the 

calorimeter, a tower, a starting point (or seed) is chosen. This seed is the tower with 

the highest E provided it is above a threshold E ^ f shold. Then every tower within a
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cone in AR space drawn around the seed is attributed to that jet and its transverse 

energy added to the jets overall E ^ t. As each tower is added to the jet it is removed 

from the list of protojets i.e. there is no energy sharing between jets (in the most 

simplistic implementation). When all towers within the cone have been added, a 

check is made to see if E ^  > E ^ leshold, in which case the jet is kept. If this not the 

case all towers are returned for use in other jets and the seed is marked, so it will not 

beused as a seed again. The process begins again with a new seed until there are no 

seeds above the threshold at which time the algorithm is complete.

5.3.2 hr Algorithm

The kr  algorithm [48] is more complicated and is an evolution rather than a simple 

construction. It is however more amenable to theoretical calculations. The algorithm 

starts by defining each protojet’s transverse momentum relative to the beam:

DiB =  Pti (5-1)

then for each pair of jets, i, j :

dij =  min(P%  P}j)2^ -  (5.2)
**'CUt

where R 2j =  (rji — r]j)2 +  (<£* — 4>j)2 i.e the separation in angular space.

The R cut parameter is analogous to cone size and controls how long the algorithm 

will iterate (see below). The next step is to find the smallest of all and DiB- If it 

is the two protojets are combined (usually by adding the four vectors) to create 

a third protojet d*. If it is DiB, this is stored as a jet. This process repeats until all 

protojets have been included in jets, or are sufficiently separated that further merges 

are not possible. Note that as the R cut parameter decreases, the d^ s will increase,

making further combinations less likely. Thus more jets are found, but each with

lower Pt .
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5.4 EventView Analysis Framework

One of the main problems of the ATLAS reconstruction mechanism is that each 

particle type has its own reconstruction software. Each is independent of any other 

and has all the base constituents (tracks, clusters etc) available for use. Therefore, 

when the AOD is presented to the user the same particle may be identified twice 

as two types (a r-lepton and jet for example). Obviously this is inconsistent and 

to aid the user in resolving this, the Eventview package [49] was developed. Firstly 

one uses ‘inserters’ to create a link to particles from the AOD. The order these are 

implemented allows one to decide which algorithm has priority and any other objects 

which overlap (in AR space) can be excluded. Thus in one ‘view’ an event may 

contain a r-lepton and in another, with re-ordered inserters, a jet. Another powerful 

feature is the ability to create multiple EventViews whenever an analysis decision 

is taken (This was a feature planned from the start, but a private implementation 

by this tex t’s author was necessary in the interim, the official code eventually being 

adopted/merged). For example when there are combinatorial possibilities e.g. two 

leptons from a possible four to form a Z°-boson, one may wish to keep more than 

one and run further analysis steps. This allows multiple ‘streams’ to be created and 

discarded at will. A final useful feature is that user defined data of multiple types 

(vectors, doubles etc) can be added to any EventView and its descendants. This is 

more elegant than e.g. storing objects in the Transient Data Store (TDS), which in 

effect creates a global variable as each would need a unique key.
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Chapter 6 

Study of the t t H , H  —>• bb Search 

Channel

6.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the Monte-Carlo simulation and reconstruction of the ttH , H  —¥ 

bb Higgs boson search channel, with a final state as shown in fig. 6.1, and major back

grounds to this. The first section describes the generation of the Monte-Carlo samples 

and the properties of basic objects, for the signal and two dominant backgrounds. 

This continues with a reconstruction of the event at the parton level, to identify the 

most difficult areas. Subsequent sections step through a cuts based analysis in detail, 

at each stage maximising signal acceptance whilst retaining good purity. The final 

efficiency is calculated for a variety of masses for 30fb_1 of integrated luminosity. 

The final two sections describe the studies made on systematics and how the results 

compare with other studies.
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Figure 6.1: Feynman diagram for the semi-leptonic final state of the t tH ,H  —> bb 

channel, showing it has 4 b-jets, 2 light jets, a charged lepton and missing momentum  

in the form of a neutrino.

6.2 Monte-Carlo Studies

The first step in setting up any analysis of this type is to look at the parton and 

hadron level information from the Monte-Carlo generator. This allows one to look at 

the physics process and how to reconstruct it, without adding in the complications 

of detector reconstruction efficiencies, noise and mismeasurements. This section first 

details the programs and parameters used for event generation and the calculation 

of cross-sections and branching ratios in the signal and main background processes. 

Some of the basic physics properties are then investigated with a view to identify 

key quantities which will be most useful in distinguishing signal and background. A 

study is then made on the evolution from quark to reconstructed jet, jets being the 

most important part of this channel.
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6.2.1 M onte-Carlo Sample Generation

The t tH , H  —»■ bb channel is a Higgs boson search channel which is most viable in the 

lower reaches of the predicted mass range (100-130 GeV/c2). The samples generated 

for this analysis are therefore produced with Higgs masses of 100, 110, 120 and 130 

GeV/c2. The t tH ,H  —> bb channel has a complicated final state and thus there are 

very few background processes which can mimic it successfully. The most obvious 

is the ttbb process, where the the extra 6-quarks originate from Initial and Final 

State gluon Radiation(ISR/FSR). This is known as a “semi-irreducible” background 

because the final state composition is genuinely identical to the signal (there are also 

electroweak contributions which produce this final state, but the cross-section for 

these processes is much lower). The other background of main concern is t t j j  which 

is known as a “reducible” background. In this case the final state is not identical 

to the signal, the difference being that the additional jets are light. However, these 

can be mis-tagged as 6-jets during reconstruction (albeit with a low probability) 

and a very large cross-section makes this channel a danger. Other large cross-section 

processes, such as PF+jets, are also greatly rejected by the 6-tagging and the full event 

reconstruction which is employed. Because both of the major background processes 

both essentially depend on tt production rates, knowledge of the reliability of these 

predictions is desirable. Recent results at CDF [50] have measured the tt cross-section 

and found it to be within the Monte-Carlo prediction.

To produce the signal events the P y t h i a  program [51], version 6.221, was used. 

P y t h i a  is a full Monte-Carlo generator for high energy colliders which deals with the 

entire chain i.e. hard interactions, parton distributions, initial and final state parton 

showers, multiple interactions, fragmentation and decay. For the ttbb background 

the A cerM C  package [52], version 2.3, is used in conjunction with P y t h i a . A c - 

e rM C  is an exact order Matrix Element (ME) event generator, which generates the 

Feynman diagrams for the required channel (this is the hard interaction part above). 

This is then further processed by a complete generator, P y t h i a  in this case, for the
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parton showering and subsequent steps. The t t j j  background was generated with the 

MC@NLO program [53,54], version 2.31, which is a fusion of a Monte-Carlo genera

tor ( H e r w i g  is used) with Next-to-Leading-Order calculations for physics processes. 

Note that the flavour of the additional jets is not defined and it is necessary to remove 

at generator level events where 5-quarks are produced, to avoid double counting with 

the A c e r M C  sample. For all the samples some forcing of decays has been done, 

in order to minimise expensive computation time at later stages. In the case of the 

signal and ttbb background, the VF-bosons from the t-quarks are made to decay so 

that one decays to light leptons (electron or muon, with corresponding neutrino) and 

the other to a quark pair (these are referred to as the leptonic and hadronic W  re

spectively). This reduces the cross-sections to around 28% of their initial size. In the 

case of the t t j j  background at least one kF-boson must decay to leptons (as before 

and additionally taus are possible) and the other is left free to decay as normal. This 

produces a sample with the same final event partons as the ttH  and ttbb in ?^56% of 

cases but the additional events are not a cause for concern, as they were only removed 

from the other samples due to computational constraints (due to the expected large 

rejection factors in mis-tagging 5-jets, the t t j j  sample was only ever expected to be 

run in the fast detector simulation). An additional cut has been placed on the ttH  

and ttbb samples at generator level, which requires at least one lepton with pr > 1 0  

GeV/c. Again this is purely due to computational limitations, the reasoning being 

that events which fail this cut will most likely not be selected by the trigger. De

tails of these samples can be found below in table 6 .1 , showing the generator used in 

each case, branching ratios and cross-sections (the ascaie is the inclusive cross-section 

multiplied by branching ratios for any forced decays).

6.2.2 Sample Characteristics

For this channel there are several parameters which are key, both in imposing limita

tions on the identification of signal events and distinguishing these from background
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Process Generator Size H ^ b b @incl (jpt)) Oscale(pb)

ttH{100GeV) P y t h i a  (6.221) 2 0 k 0.802 0.907 0 .2 1 2

UH(110GeV) P y t h i a  (6.221) 2 0 k 0.756 0.685 0.152

ttH(120GeV) P y t h i a  (6.221) 2 0 k 0.657 0.526 0 .1 0 1

ttH(130GeV) P y t h i a  (6.221) 2 0 k 0.497 0.409 0.06

gg —>■ ttbb AcerMC (2.3) 50k N/A 8.08 2.37

t t j j MC@NLO (2.31) 2M N/A 759 345

Table 6.1: Monte-Carlo sample sizes and cross-sections

events, even before detector and reconstruction efficiencies are taken into account. 

Some of these are shown in fig. 6.2, for the samples described above. Firstly the 

channel must pass a High Level Trigger (HLT) set under guidelines [42] whose pur

pose is to reduce the event rate to a level manageable by the offline facilities. The 

trigger is approximated in this analysis by a threshold cut, which requires an isolated 

energetic lepton (pr > 20GeV/c muon or pr > 25GeV/c electron) within the central 

region (|t7| < 2.5). These requirements are more stringent than set out in the ATLAS 

Physics Technical Design Report (TDR) [39], where the cuts were 6  GeV/c and 20 

GeV/c for the muon and electron respectively. If one looks at the shape of the lepton 

transverse momentum in fig.6 .2 (a), it is apparent that the raising of threshold levels 

since publication of the TDR will cut an additional 5-10% of signal events. In total 

(given that 5% of events are cut at generator level from the plots in fig.6.2) it is esti

mated that «20% of signal events will be missed by the trigger. The pseudorapidity 

cut will likely have a negligible additional effect, given that those events with |?y| > 

2.5 are very much in the tails of the pseudorapidity plot (see fig.6 .2(b)) and most 

of these will likely be of low transverse momentum anyway. If one now looks at the 

background plots for the lepton, one sees broadly similar shapes compared to the sig

nal. The semi-irreducible ttbb background is slightly softer in transverse momentum
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and has roughly the same pseudorapidity distribution. Interestingly, the reducible 

t t j j  plots show it is harder in transverse momentum, yet wider in pseudorapidity. 

This is a change from studies such as [55] which have shown similar results to the 

ttbb plots, the difference in this analysis being the use of MC@NLO which tends to 

predict harder event systems.

Looking now at the plots for 5-quarks originating from t-quarks in fig.6.2(c, d), 

one sees the signal is harder in transverse momentum than both backgrounds, with 

the pseudorapidity plots being very similar. However the differences observed are 

generally only in the moderately high pt regions, so standard jet energy cuts will 

not differentiate between signal and background processes. However, moving on to 

5-quarks from the Higgs boson or from gluon radiation in the ttbb background (there 

is no analogue in the t t j j  channel) in fig. 6 .2 (e, f), one sees marked differences. Those 

in the signal have a very similar pr  distribution to the 5-quarks from the t-quarks, 

this being one of the major problems in the combinatorical background which is seen 

in signal events. However one sees the background has a much softer transverse 

momentum spectrum and wider pseudorapidity spectrum, which will be helpful in 

signal/background separation.

6.2.3 Parton Level Results

One of the best ways of finding both the efficiency of a given analysis and the limita

tions of any analysis on a physics channel, is to take the final state partons as input. 

One can change these into reconstructed objects in order to see which area is having 

the biggest effect on efficiency. This is done for the series of plots in fig. 6.3 for the 

130 GeV/c2 Higgs boson signal sample. The process of reconstruction is described in 

detail in subsequent sections, but to summarise:

• One identifies a trigger lepton, (at least) two light jets and (at least) four 5-jets

• Using the missing energy and the W  mass as a constraint the leptonic W -
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Figure 6.2: Parton-level truth quantities for signal and background, a) and b) show 

the truth lepton pr and r), c) and d) the pt and 77 ofb-quarks from t-quark decay and 

e) and f )  the Pt and rj of b-quarks from Higgs boson decay.
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boson is reconstructed

• A second PT-boson is reconstructed from two light jets

•  One analyses combinations of the two PT-bosons with the 6-jets to identify the 

best tt  pair

•  The two (or two best if there are more) remaining 6-jets are combined to form 

the Higgs boson candidate

Initially for this parton level study, one uses input entirely from truth level, then 

reconstruction objects are gradually added until all objects are from reconstruction. 

Looking at fig. 6.3(a) containing only truth objects, the most striking feature is not 

the delta function mass peak but that a significant percentage ^6% is not in this 

peak. This essentially means the product of one of the PT-bosons with one of the 

Higgs boson 6-quarks, is closer to the t-quark pole mass than using the correct 6- 

quark, an immediate limitation. If one now looks at the result of using reconstructed 

PT-bosons in fig. 6.3(b, c, d) one sees a marked loss in efficiency. This is because the 

reconstructed object is sometimes mis-measured to the extent that no t-quark could 

be reconstructed with it (even using the true 6-quarks). The effect is more pronounced 

when using the reconstructed hadronic PT, suggesting this is not reconstructed as well 

as the leptonic W . Finally, when real 6-jets are used instead of quarks in fig. 6.3(e, f), 

one sees that mis-measurement of 6-jet energy has the largest effect on efficiency and 

give rise to a broad Higgs mass peak. It does not seem to matter whether the true 

(fig. 6.3(e)) or reconstructed (fig. 6.3(f)) PT-bosons are used, suggesting the choice of 

the correct combination is dominated by the 6-jets.

6.2.4 P a r to n s  Jet Reconstruction

As a first step to reconstructing the quarks in an event, one can look at the truth 

level jets. These are jets comprised of the true hadrons which are the output of the
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Monte-Carlo generator after the hadronisation and final state radiation (FSR) stages, 

but before detector effects. One would expect the level of degradation in resolution 

(with respect to the initial parton), to depend on these physical characteristics and 

also one’s choice of jet reconstruction algorithm and relevant parameters. Fig. 6.4 

shows the ratio of the energy of the jet (truth level) to the energy of a matched quark, 

for three choices of jet clustering: cone algorithm with ARcone =  0.7; cone algorithm 

with ARcone =  0.4 and hr algorithm with R cut parameter 0.45. The matching criteria 

requires a A R matCh separation between jet and quark of no greater then 0.4. Looking 

at fig. 6.4(a,c,e) one sees that there is generally a low tail regardless of the choice 

of algorithm or jet size. The right hand side plots, fig. 6.4(b,d,f), are ‘cleaned’ in 

that there is a requirement that there be no neutrinos inside the jet. This reduces 

the low side tail in all cases and any remainder is likely due to the FSR i.e. hard 

gluon emission far from the jet centre. This is borne out by the largest cone, with 

ARcone — 0.7, having virtually no remaining low-side tail as the cone is large enough 

to capture these emissions. However this size of cone does have a larger high side 

tail, as it has a tendency to combine closely separated partons into the same jet. 

This leads not only to poor resolution, but also low jet multiplicity which makes 

the cone algorithm with ARcone — 0-7 unsuitable for reconstruction of this process. 

Henceforth, whenever the cone algorithm is used in analysis it is with ARcone =  0-4 

unless explicitly stated.

If one now compares the output of the cone algorithm with ARcone — 0-4 and the 

kr  algorithm (which has been run with a R parameter of 0.45) in fig. 6.4, one sees 

broadly similar results. As this is based on the same event sample, the number of 

entries are directly comparable. One can see the kr  algorithm generally has higher jet 

multiplicity, around 5% under the quark matched criteria of fig. 6.4. However the peak 

is sharper when the cone algorithm is used, indicating it is usually better equipped to 

measure the jet energy. There is also some worth in comparing separately the light 

and heavier 6-quark flavours, shown in figs. 6.5, 6.6. Note the quark matching here is
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much stricter, requiring a A R match separation of no greater than 0.1,in order to make 

sure the correct flavour is assigned to the jet. The most obvious aspect of these plots 

is that losses in 6-jets are almost entirely due to neutrinos, whereas light flavours are 

only marginally affected by these. This is because a 6-quark decays semi-leptonically 

«30% of the time and is thus far more likely to produce a high energy neutrino than 

a light flavoured quark.

6.3 Signal Reconstruction

6.3.1 Signal Topology

The final state topology for the ttH , H  —»■ 66 channel can be multi-fold. Firstly it 

should be emphasised that it is vital to reconstruct the entire final state. One benefit 

is that if one can correctly assign the 6-jets to their respective t-quarks, the two left 

over will be the ones from the Higgs boson (one does not know a priori the Higgs 

mass being searched for). Additionally, there are many potential backgrounds one can 

reject by requiring correctly reconstructed kF-bosons and ^-quarks (indeed this is why 

direct Higgs boson production is impossibly difficult to isolate). Of the ttH , H  —► 66 

final states possible, the most likely (based on decay branching ratios) would be an 

eight jet final state with four 6-jets and four light-flavoured jets. However, aside from 

the difficulty in constructing a trigger that will select events such as these (in fact it 

is unlikely one will exist), this would be a difficult final state to reconstruct. This is 

because even if one could isolate the signal events from multi-jet QCD backgrounds, 

there would be a huge number of combinations of kF-bosons and t-quarks possible, 

making it harder to make the correct assignments. A second final state one could 

analyse is the ‘di-lepton’ state, where both IF-bosons decay to light leptons (muons 

or electrons and their corresponding neutrino). This would certainly be easier to 

construct a trigger for, as two isolated leptons is a relatively rare occurrence. However
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Figure 6.4: Ratio o f the energy o f a je t (truth level) to the energy o f a quark matched  

in a 0-4 A R match cone. Three choices o f je t clustering are shown: cone algorithm  

with A R cone =  0.7; cone algorithm with A R cone =  0.4 and k r  algorithm with Rcut 

parameter 0.45. The right-hand side plots have additionally been ‘cleaned’ in that no 

neutrino m ay be contained in the jet.
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Figure 6.5: Ratio o f the energy o f a je t (truth level) to the energy o f a quark matched  

in a 0.1 A R matCh cone. The cone algorithm is used throughout and the lower plots 
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left-hand side are fo r  je ts  matched to b-quarks and the plots on the right-hand side 

are fo r  je ts  matched to light quarks.
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this final state has its own problems. Firstly, the probability of this final state is 

only 4% which reduces a channel with an already small cross-section even further. 

Secondly, the final state contains two neutrinos which means that the 4-momentum 

cannot be unambiguously calculated from the missing transverse momentum. Again 

this would make the subsequent reconstructions difficult. Taking the above into 

account, the most promising final state is the ‘semi-leptonic’ state (see fig. 6.1) which 

contains four 6-jets (two from the Higgs boson and one from each t-quark), two light 

jets (from one IF-boson decay) and one light lepton and corresponding neutrino (from 

the other kF-boson decay).

Final State 1st W  decay Prob. 2nd W  decay Prob. Total prob.

bbbbjjjj W  —)■ qq 0.676 W  —> qq 0.676 45.7%

bbbbjjlv W  ->• eve, iiv^ 0.216 W  —y qq 0.676 29.2%

bbbbjjrv W  —¥ TVt 0.108 W  —y qq 0.676 14.6%

bbbblvlv W  ez/e, (iv^ 0.216 W  -* ez'e, PLV̂ 0.216 4.5%

bbbblvrv W  ez/c, liVp 0.216 W  —> TL>r 0.108 4.5%

b b b b r u T i/ W  —> rvT 0.108 W  —> TV t 0.108 1.1%

Table 6.2: Probability of the possible final states o f t tH ,H  —> bb.

6.3.2 Pre-Selection

For the semi-leptonic decay mode, one first requires an isolated high-p^ lepton, which 

will be the trigger during operation. The output of the reconstruction algorithms will 

contain many leptons and it is important (for later parts of the reconstruction) to 

identify the correct one. The average number of final state electrons found is around 

25 per event as seen in table 6.3, which shows the overall all results for about 19000 

events. This number is first reduced by kinematic cuts, which requires the electron 

to have reconstructed px > 25 GeV/c, this being the approximate cut-off trigger
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threshold. The next cut is an ‘author’ cut; there are two ways of reconstructing 

electrons and an author package for each of these methods. E g a m m a  [56] takes 

identified clusters of electromagnetic energy in the calorimeter and tries to find a 

track which suggests that deposit was left by an electron. S o f t e  [57] takes an inner 

detector track and looks for energy clusters in the calorimeter which match that track. 

In general, a high energy lepton would be found by both of these packages (but the 

E g a m m a  identification takes precedence) and the S o f t e  will find some extra low 

energy electrons. Whilst this is useful in multi-electron final states (as one electron 

may be of low energy and use of the package increases efficiency), in this channel 

it just tends to decrease purity with little increase in efficiency. Therefore only the 

E g a m m a  electrons are used.

Next there is an isolation cut, requiring no greater than 15 GeV of energy in a AR 

cone of size 0.45 surrounding the electron, which serves to remove electrons that are 

really part of jets. Finally a bit-wise cut method called ‘isEM’ [58] is used to clean 

the sample further. There are four cluster based cuts, such as energy in sampling 

layers and energy identified as hadronic in nature. Then three track based bits are 

set depending on e.g. number of silicon hits compared to the impact parameter and 

the energy-momentum ratio, ‘EoverP’. The net result is that 0.9 % of electrons pass 

all cuts and of the remaining sample, 99 % are the ones which came from the W-boson 

decay, as shown in fig. 6.7(a).

For muons one can again apply some simple cuts to reduce the excess coming 

from soft 6-decays and other backgrounds. As before one first cuts on the transverse 

momentum value, to simulate the trigger which reduces the number of muons by 

nearly 90%, see table 6.3. This still leaves an average of 1.5 muons per event, when 

one expects 0.5 (as the W-boson decays to an electron half the time). A further 

reduction is made by cutting on x 25 which is a measure of how well the extrapolated 

muon chamber tracks and inner detector tracks are matched. This still leaves a
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Electrons

Cut N e i e c Rel. e Abs. e

- 539540 - -

Et  > 25 GeV, \r]\ < 2.5 132814 24.61% 24.6%

“author =  Egamma” 21988 16.61% 4.1%

Isol (AR  < 0.45) E$?OL < 15 GeV 6414 29.2% 1.2%

isEM(calo) 0x7FF 5271 82.1% 1.0%

isEM (track) 0x7FF 4955 93.9% 0.9%

Muons

Cut N m u o n -

- 206530 Rel. e Abs. e

Et  > 20 GeV, |*j| < 2.5 23604 11.4% 11.4%

X 2/ N D O F  < 20 21801 92.2% 10.6%

Isol (AR  < 0.3) E£sol < 50 GeV +  Rel. Isol > 0.6 7331 33.6% 3.6%

Table 6.3: Cut flow for selecting trigger candidates for 20k ttH(120) events. For 

electrons there are kinematic cuts on E t  a,nd 7] and an isolation cut on the transverse 

energy, E^SOL, in a A R cone of size 0.45. The electrons are taken only from the 

E g a m m a  package (clusters looking for a matched track), whilst ones from the S o f t e  

package (tracks looking for a matched cluster) are discarded. There is a final bit-wise 

cut called ‘isEM ’ which cuts on shower shape variables in the calorimeter sampling 

layers and track variables, such as number of inner detector hits. For muons similar 

kinetmatic cuts are applied followed by a cut on the x 2/ N D O F  to ensure the muon 

track is a good fit. The isolation cut is more complex than for the electron, requiring 

both a flat E t  cut in a A R cone of size 0.3 and a cut that ensures the muon has 

sufficient energy relative to the isolation energy (see fig. 6.8).
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Figure 6.7: A R between the high p r  lepton trigger candidate and the true lepton in 

20k ttH , H  —> bb events. The left-hand side shows electrons and the right-hand side 

muons, with both plots haing a logarithmic scale.

large excess which are very likely to be muons originating from jets. Therefore one 

looks a t the muon energy as a fraction of the isolation energy (the energy in a cone 

surrounding the muon), see fig. 6 .8 . In th is plot all muons found after the y 2 cut 

are tested against the true muon (assum ing the IF-boson decayed to a m uon), to 

see if it is genuine. From this one can see th a t no simple cut on isolation energy, 

as was applied for electrons, would elim inate a large fraction of background muons 

w ithout removing excessive fractions of correct signal muons. Instead we apply a 

relative isolation cut a t 0.6 (together w ith a flat cut for Isol E t  < 50 GeV w ithin 

a A R  =  0.3 cone), to select the best region. From the results in fig. 6.7(b), one can 

see th a t excellent purity  is once again achieved, though not quite to  the level of the 

electron (of the rem aining 3.6 %, about 95 % are the correct one). Note however, 

th a t muon efficiency is much higher, which is probably a result of the slightly more 

generous p r  cut and no equivalent of the ‘isEM ’ cut. The final aspect which needs 

to  be dealt w ith is events where, even after all these cuts are applied, where both  an
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electron and a muon are found. As the plots h  fig. 6.7 suggest, electrons are of the 

higher purity  and if one looks a t the events where bo th  are found (only 1 % of events, 

see fig. 6.9) one sees it is usually correct to  take the electron.

Muon fraction of energy in A R  cone of size 0.3
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Figure 6 .8 : Muon transverse m om entum  as a fm c tio n  o f the transverse m om entum  

in a surrounding cone. The x-axis is the transverse energy in a A R cone o f size 0.3, 

whiht the y-axis is the fraction o f the m uon transverse energy over the sum  o f m uon  

and isolation energy. Candidates which are matched in a A R cone o f size 0.1 to 

the trigger muon are shown separately from  those that are spurious i.e. unmatched. 

To cut the spurious m uons, a region is selected (shown in the box in the top left) 

corresponding to isolation E T < 5 0  G eV  and muon fraction > 0.6.
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Figure 6.9: A R  from  the high pT lep- Figure 6.10: Jet tagging efficiencies as a

ton trigger candidate to the true lepton in function  o f the combined likelihood cut 

ttH . H  —» 66 events where both an electron 

and m uon are found.

The next stage in pre-selection is je t selection. This only comprises kinem atic cuts, 

largely to remove spurious je ts  created by the underlying event and beam  fragm ents, 

and a likelihood cut to divide the collection into 6-jets and light jets.

• a je t requires E t  > 20 GeV and \rj\ <  2.5

•  a 6-jet requires a tagging likelihood > 0.9

•  the rem ainder are classed as light je ts, bu t may excluded if overlapping with 

o ther objects e.g. electrons

The background removal (in pre-selection) is largely achieved via cu tting  on the 

num ber of 6-jets, because four are required for com plete event reconstruction. In the 

full sim ulation, je t tagging is the convolution of a num ber of different taggers, each of 

which returns a likelihood between 0 and 1 (of the je ts probability  of originating from
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a 6-quark). The result is called the combined likelihood (lhd) and depending on where 

one cuts on this function, one can achieve different rates of efficiency for correct 6-jet 

identification and light jet rejection (see fig. 6.10 or [59], noting that detailed analysis 

of this function lies outside the scope of this work). In the fast simulation, jets are 

initially perfectly tagged, then randomly mis-tagged according to a chosen scheme, 

which should reflect the rates achievable by the full simulation. In ATLAS, this is 

usually set to a random 6-jet efficiency (e^) of 0.6, with a c-jet rejection factor (Rc) 

of 10 and light jet rejection factor (R l ) of 100. Looking at fig. 6.10, one sees that a 

likilihood cut at 0.9 would achieve numbers similar to this, for the signal events and 

A c e r M C  backgrounds.

The results for the signal events are shown in figs. 6.11 and 6.12, showing the 

number of 6-jets passing cuts for increasing generated Higgs mass and for the cone 

and hr jet algorithms. As expected, the higher Higgs mass results in higher energy 

jets across the board. Also one notes the mean number of 6-jets found is largely in line 

with an average efficiency of 0.6, with some allowance for kinematic losses. This can 

be seen by summing the probabilities for a given number of jets e.g. the fraction of 

events with all all four correctly tagged 6-jets should be 0.64 =  0.13. Comparing the 

jet algorithms, one sees the hr algorithm has a higher mean number of jets, probably 

because it is more efficient at collecting swept-out energy depositions, which would 

not be large enough to be a seed for a cone jet.

Fig. 6.13 shows the background results, compared with the signal (at a Higgs mass 

of 120 GeV/c2). One sees the number of jets is higher in the signal, by as much as an 

average whole extra jet over the t t j j .  However that sample is actually an inclusive 

collection where there may not be six final state partons as in the signal sample. This 

is not the case in the ttbb sample, but recall that in fig. 6.2 c), e) the parton energies 

are lower compared to the signal. In particular, the 6-jets from the Higgs boson have 

a much harder pT spectrum than the additional ones in the A c e r M C  sample. This 

has a dramatic effect on the 6-jet efficiency in Fig. 6.13, with far fewer jets in the
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ttbb sample passing the likelihood cut. Of course, with only two genuine 6-jets, the 

mean number is even lower in the t t j j  sample. The overall pre-selection efficiencies 

are shown in table 6.4. The result is that (in e.g. h?) 5% of the signal sample remains 

and is eligible for reconstruction, compared with 1.9% of the ttbb and just 0.043% of 

the t t j j  samples.

Channel Cut rel. efficiency (%) abs. efficiency (%)

Cone4 Kt Cone4 Kt

ttH (  120) N l e p  > 1 60.16 60.16 60.16 60.16

+  N j e t  > 6 54.57 66.89 32.78 40.17

+  N b j e t  > 4 11.77 12.54 3.86 5.00

gg —> ttbb N l e p  > 1 61.55 61.55 61.55 61.55

+  N j e t  > 6 39.73 49.53 24.45 30.48

+  N b j e t  > 4 5.98 6.22 1.46 1.90

t t j j N l e p  >  1 55.0 55.0 55.0 55.0

+  N j e t  > 6 35.84 37.52 19.72 20.81

+  N b j e t  >  4 0.166 0.207 0.033 0.043

Table 6.4: Pre-selection efficiencies for signal and background. Here N lep  is the no. 

of isolated leptons as defined in table. 6.3. N j e t  and N b j e t  are those jets included 

by the kinematic cuts above, separated by their jet tagging likelihood value.

6.3.3 Trigger Selection and Jet Corrections

As was shown in the previous section, it is possible that one can end up with several 

trigger candidate leptons after all cuts. It was also shown that it is usually correct 

to take the electron if both an electron and muon are present. However, if more than 

one good quality muon is left passing the pre-selection cuts there is no obvious way
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Figure 6.11: Number of jets in the signal passing threshold cuts. One sees higher 

means as the Higgs mass increases and that the Ut  algorithm has higher jet multiplic

ities than the cone algorithm.
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Figure 6.12: Number of b-jets in the signal passing threshold cuts. The numbers are 

broadly in line with those expected assuming an average efficiency of 0.6 and some 

reduction for kinematic cuts.
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Figure 6.13: Number of jets in the signal and backgrounds passing threshold cuts. The 

most striking aspect is that few ttbb events have a b-jet multiplicity comparable to the 

signal.
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to choose which is correct. In this case the Event View framework (see §5.4) allows 

the analysis to split into multiple streams, in which each muon is considered to be the 

trigger. Naturally the other muon(s) must have a source, so (in the stream where it is 

not considered to be the trigger) it is either spurious, or part of a jet from one of the 

quarks. Recalling in §6.2.4 (and in particular fig. 6.4) we saw that in a large number 

of events much of the jet energy is lost in semi-leptonic 6-decays. Although this could 

happen as part of the decay chain of a light quark, it is more likely this would occur 

in jets containing R-mesons i.e. 6-jets from the t-quarks or Higgs boson (see figs. 6.5 

and 6.6). With this is mind, muons which are not the trigger in a given stream are 

tested to see if they are within A R < 0.4 of a 6-jet and if so are added to the je t’s 

energy. If they are within range of multiple 6-jets, the muon(s) are added to the 

closest. However, it is not just non-trigger (in an event stream) muons to which this 

applies, all (or a large fraction) of the muons previously cut can be considered for this. 

The cuts for these 6-decay candidates are much looser (5 GeV energy requirement, 

X2/ N D O F  < 50 and no isolation cuts) because the aim is only to exclude spurious 

muons which are not part of the event. Fig. 6.14 shows the effect of adding in these 

muons, for both the cone and kr  algorithms.

Figs. 6.14 a), c) show the raw reconstructed jet and figs. 6.14 b), d) show those with 

muons added. One sees a shift in the mean of about 0.04 with a slight improvement 

in RMS. Note that the kr  algorithm has a better starting point because it is less 

likely to miss particles due to the ‘out of cone’ effect. Of course the muon is (on 

average) only one part of the energy lost in the semi-leptonic 6-decays, the rest being 

in the neutrino. Some effort was made to find a way to correct for the neutrino. First 

note that the actual missing energy measured in the event is assumed to be from the 

neutrino in the hard process. This will likely be of higher energy than those from 

subsequent semi-leptonic 6-decays. There is therefore no way to directly estimate 

the soft neutrino momentum (although if it could be found another way, it may
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Figure 6.14: Energy resolution of reconstructed b-jets over b-quarks from the hard 

process, having been matched in a A R cone of 0-4- The left hand side shows the raw 

jets, while the right shows those with muons added to improve the resolution.
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improve resolution for the hard process neutrino). A viable approach is to look for 

a correlation between the muon and neutrino energy. True muon and neutrino pairs 

are matched (within A R  = 0.2) and the ratio of their energies is plotted. However 

the ratio turns out to be unpredictable to a large extent, although the peak is at 1, 

which would allow the crude approximation of setting the neutrino energy to equal 

the muon energy. The justification for and results of doing this are shown in fig. 6.15, 

where one sees that whilst the mean of the ratio of energies increases, the overall 

effect is really just to push entries into the higher tail (note the RMS is not as good 

as in fig. 6.14 d) ). Another technique which was attempted relied on knowledge 

of the shower-initiating quark’s mass. If a 5-quark fragments into a jet and one 

correctly collects and measures all the particles, the invariant mass of the jet will be 

slightly above the R-meson mass («  5.3 GeV/c2). Of course we do not expect to 

have collected the invisibles, so the jet 4-momentum will be reduced by the neutrino 

4-momentum. Added to this constraint, the neutrino is assumed to be close to the 

muon (and jet centroid), so the ratio of neutrino to muon momentum should be the 

same for each of the 4-momentum components. One solves then for a constant term 

to scale the muon momentum by, such that the resultant neutrino (when added to the 

jet) returns the expected jet mass. Unfortunately, this method was ill-behaved i.e. it 

was subject to very large shifts in predicted neutrino energy for very small changes 

in input parameters and therefore proved unworkable. Given the lack of success of 

the above approaches, no correction for the neutrinos is made in future results.

This concludes the preparatory stage of the analysis. The purpose of this was 

to identify a clean lepton trigger and correctly identify the jets associated with the 

hard process quarks. Comparisons between cone and kr  jet clustering algorithms 

were made during the course of this and between the acceptance expected for signal 

and background. Corrections are also made to 5-jets to account for energy lost in 

semi-leptonic decays. The next sections begin to reconstruct the event, starting with 

the VU-bosons and to begin the one which decays leptonically.
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Figure 6.15: The left hand side shows the energy ratio of the muon and neutrino from  

a semi-leptonic decay within a b-jet. The right hand side shows b-jets with muons 

added twice based on the justification that the peak of the left-hand plot is close to 1.

6.3.4 Leptonic W

The first step on the way to reconstructing the t-quarks is PF-boson reconstruction 

and we start with the leptonically decaying PF-boson. This is a two body decay, one 

of which is a neutrino which will not be seen. However, as all other objects in the 

event are known (assuming no other neutrino producing decays) we can attribute the 

measured missing transverse energy to this neutrino. Given the very good missing 

Et  resolution of ATLAS, one can assign the x  and y components with a degree of 

confidence. The problem is that missing Pz is not measurable as energy is lost down 

the beam-pipe, so this component of the neutrino’s momentum cannot be measured 

directly. Fortunately the PF-boson pole mass and lepton 4-momentum are known 

and the neutrino energy can be written solely in terms of its momentum components 

(assuming it is massless). This allows one to solve for the longitudinal component of
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the momentum (see e.g. [39], section 19.2.4.3). This lW  mass constraint’ method to 

determine PUz is explained next:

M ty = E 2w - P l  = (Ei + Ev)2 - ( P i + P„)2
(6.1)

=  {E, +  -  (P„x +  P iJ 2 -  (.PVy +  P,„)2 -  (P„ +  P J 2

M 2,  +  {Pvx +  Plxf  + (P ^  + PlYf  =  E f + E l + 2EiEv -  P i  -  Plz -  2

=  E f -  Pfz + P fx + P i  + 2(ElE v -  PlzP„z )

M 2W +  (P„x +  Plxf  +  (P ^  +  PIy)2 -  E f  +  P 2 -  Pfx -  P 2
2

i.e. ^   - I  ' - J =  {ElEi/ _  p  }

All quantities on the LHS can be measured or inferred. To simplify we assign the 

LHS as P such that

P  = (EiE„ — Piz PUz)

-+ P +  PlgPVz = EtEVi so ( P  +  PlzPVz)2 =  E * E l  =  *(i>£ +  P 2Vy +  P;g)

this is just a quadratic in PVz and manipulation gives:

P l  -  E f)P fz +  2fSPlzP„z +  {ft1 -  E f(P fx + P i )  = 0 (6.2)

Eqn. 6.2 is solved in the standard way i.e.

Piz =  b ^  where A =  b2-4ac , a = ( P f 2-E f ) ,  b =  2/3Plz, c = -E f (P 2x+ P ^.) 

(6.3)

to give zero, one, two solutions for PVz (although one solution is unlikely in practice). 

Typically the equation has two real solutions in around 70% of signal events, with a 

neutrino Pz resolution shown in fig. 6.16, the best solution being highlighted in the 

shaded histogram. Fig. 6.17 is the Pz distribution for the true neutrino, the shaded
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section being for those cases where the quadratic had real roots. Note the rem ainder 

of events tend to be a t the lower end of the \Pz\ spectrum . In the case of no real 

solutions, one could choose to cut the event or make an approxim ation. As a m ajor 

percentage of events are already lost through o ther cuts, it is not desirable to  remove 

ano ther 30%. There are several approxim ations one can use to  keep these events. 

F irstly  one can allow the VF-boson mass to ‘ru n ’, which is to  say vary it w ithin a 

mass window and try  again to solve the quadratic. A nother possibilty is to  use the 

‘collinear approxim ation’ (as in [55]); this assumes the charged lepton and neutrino 

are travelling in the same direction. As the charged lepton 4-m om entum  is known 

one can assign its Pz  to  the neutrino. A lternatively one can neglect the im aginary 

term  in the quadratic which gives rise to the complex solution (i.e. set A =  0).
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Figure 6.16: P z resolution when the 

quadratic has real roots. Shown are all 

so lu tions and the best solution.

Figure 6.17: P z distribution fo r  the 

true neutrino. The shaded section 

is the best quadratic solution from  

fig. 6.16.

For the rem aining 30% which failed the W  mass constrain t m ethod, each of these 

m ethods was tried  and the results are shown in fig. 6.18. Fig. 6.18(a) shows the P z
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resolution for the running W  mass technique (The W  mass is increased in steps of 

1 GeV/c2 from the pole mass up to 20 GeV/c2 above this («  100 GeV/c2) to try 

to make the imaginary component real), with the shaded section being the better 

of the two solutions. Figs. 6.18(b) and (c) show the Pz resolution for the collinear 

approximation and A =  0 respectively (there is only one solution from each of these). 

It can be seen that the running W  mass solution is the best of these as it has a 

smaller RMS, particularly when the best of its two solutions is highlighted. It is 

successful in 60% of relevant cases (or 18% of the total events with a candidate 

lepton). Fig. 6.18(d) shows the Pz distribution of the true neutrino, overlaid with 

the cases where the running W  mass technique was successful. Just as was the case 

for the W  mass constraint, it can be seen that the unsolvable cases have low \Pz\- For 

this last problematic group the average \Pz\ is becoming so low that it is reasonable 

to wonder whether it is worth simply approximating it to zero. Fig. 6.19 shows the 

P z  resolution for the A =  0 , collinear approximation and Pz = 0  (note as this is a 

resolution this is simply the true neutrino P z)  in the remaining 1 2 % of events. From 

the figure, it is clear that the A =  0 approximation performs slightly better than 

setting Pz = 0 , with an RMS of 8 8  as opposed to 90. Note that the resolution is now 

much worse than for the Px  component in fig. 6 . 2 0  which was approximated from the 

missing transverse momentum.

The effect of the different leptonic W  reconstruction methods can be seen in 

fig. 6 .2 1 , which shows the AR from the true W  and the transverse energy ratio (here 

we define a = E ^ 'reco/ E ^ ,truth) . The cases where the quadratic solution has real roots 

(fig. 6.21 a), b) ), are by far the closest to the true W  parameters. For the events 

where the running W  technique is used (fig. 6.21 c), d) ), there is a degradation in 

results. However, in this case the W  mass will not be equal to the pole mass as is 

the case when A > 0 . The momentum of the neutrino can be rescaled (we could 

also rescale the trigger lepton, but the 4-momentum of this will be relatively well 

measured) so that the W  pole mass is again achieved, to correct for inaccuracies
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(mainly in the missing momentum measurements) and assumptions. Both a  and AR 

to the true W  are improved by this rescaling (see fig. 6 . 2 1  e), f) ). For the remaining 

12% of events which require the A =  0 approximation the results are again slightly 

poorer (see fig. 6.22). When the rescaling is applied to these events an improvement 

is again seen in the A R  separation, but it causes systematic deviation of a  from 1 . 

Whilst the RMS is improved an energy bias is introduced at the same time. Ideally 

we would like to keep the improved AR separation and better RMS of the W-boson 

energy resolution, whilst removing the bias introduced. Possible correlations between 

e.g. the W-boson energy and the scaling factor previously applied, were looked for 

with no success. The only solution is to apply a constant factor, / ,  to the entire W  

4-momentum based on the ratio between the original mean and rescaled mean, i.e. 

y _  <o-A=Q̂rescaied> ^  ^ 5  'pjjjg factor is actually only calculated over the central

region of the distribution 0 . 6  - 1 .0 , otherwise the low-side tail tends to make the 

correction too large. A compromise then is shown as ‘corrected’ in fig. 6.22, where 

the majority of events are now in the close to 1 .

This concludes the section on leptonic W-boson reconstruction. A clear path 

has been established, first solving for the neutrino Pz using the W  mass constraint, 

second allowing the mass to vary in the running W  mass technique and finally setting 

the A term to 0. For the latter two which return a W  mass off the pole mass, the 

4-momentum of the neutrino is rescaled which results in a IF closer in AR space to 

the true W-boson.
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Figure 6.18: Resolutions fo r  the reconstructed neutrino P z to the true P z fo r  events 

where the quadratic solution failed (approximately 30% of events), a) shows the ru- 

uning W -mass technique, b) shows the collinear approximation and c) the A =  0 

approximation. One sees that the running W -mass provides the solution with the 

sm allest R M S  and this should be used preferentially, d) shows that it is only suc

cessful in  % 60% o f events, increasingly failing as the true m om entum  gets closer to 

0.
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Figure 6.19: Resolutions fo r  the events 

where the quadratic and running W  

techniques failed

6.3.5 H a d ro n ic  IV

Figure 6.20: N eutrino P x  resolution 

based on measured m issing m om en

tum.

In the decay of IF-bosons to  two (or more) light je ts  there are no quantities which are 

intrinsically ‘unknow able’ as in the previous section, bu t there are other uncertainties. 

F irstly  one m ust identify the correct je ts, which requires th a t they be correctly recon

structed  by the je t algorithm s and th a t they are not m is-tagged as 6 -jets. Assuming 

the correct je ts  are found, one has to m easure the energies precisely. To do th a t one 

m ust find all the decay products of the decayed hadron, which is difficult due to e.g. 

invisible particles or out of cone effects. Due to the difficulty in identifying the correct 

je ts, all candidates (formed from pairs of non b tagged jets) th a t combine to form a W  

candidate, w ithin 25 G eV /c of the nom inal W  mass are kept. Each of the these can

d idate  W s  may then be rescaled to  the pole mass, to  account for the losses mentioned 

above and errors when determ ining the je t energy scale. The rescaling is done by 

m ultiplying the entire W  candidate 4-m om entum  by a constant term . The A R sepa

ration  and energy ratio  w ith respect to  the true IT-boson are shown in fig. 6.23. One
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Figure 6.21: A R  between the reconstructed leptonic W  to the true W  is shown on 

the left and the energy ratio o f the reconstructed leptonic W  over the true W  on 

the right, a) and b) are from  the W  mass constraint method, c) and d) are from  

the running W  mass method, e) and f )  are from  the running W  mass method with 

neutrino m om entum  rescaling.
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Figure 6.22: A R  between the reconstructed leptonic W  and the true W  is on the left 

and the energy ratio o f the reconstructed leptonic W  over the true W  on the right fo r  

the rem aining 12% events where one has set A  = 0.

first notes th a t com pared to the leptonic FF-boson, the correct hadronic FF-boson is 

found in a much sm aller percentage of entries (see fig. 6.23 a)). This is partly  because 

there is no equivalent of the isolated charged lepton which is readily identifiable w ith 

a high degree of purity. However also note th a t the num ber of entries is much higher 

as an average of 2.5 candidate FF-bosons are found per event, a t most one of which 

could be the correct one. If one only looks a t the ‘b e s t’ FF-boson (the one closest in 

A R  space to  the true FF-boson) one sees much im provem ent in the resu ltan t A R  and 

energy ratio  plots, (see fig. 6.23 c)). One concludes from fig. 6.23 th a t the true FF- 

boson is well reconstructed, bu t is often am ongst com binatoric background. Fig. 6.24 

shows the reconstructed mass of all light je t pairs, then of those w ithin a 25 G eV /c2 

window of the FF/-boson pole mass and finally the best (i.e. closest m atched) in each 

event which passes the window cut. One sees th a t a large proportion of the di-jet 

masses are w ithin the region we are interested in, which means there are liable to be a 

num ber of incorrect com binations carried forward to the next stage of reconstruction. 

Note th a t the mass resolution is more or less independent of w hether the je t pair is
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close in AR space to the W  or not, as a broad distribution is seen in both. This is 

why the rescaling above is an important step, because even when one identifies the 

correct jet pair the mass (and correspondingly energy) will be wrong in many cases. 

For the 120 GeV/c2 Higgs boson sample, the efficiency for finding at least one jet 

pair within the required mass range is 83.6 %.

6.3.6 ^-quarks

As previously discussed, t-quark reconstruction is vital in this channel, so that the 

correct 6-jets can be readily assigned to the Higgs boson. At this point in the analysis, 

there must be at least one leptonic bF-boson and one hadronic bF-boson (though 

there may be more of either) and four 6-jets. Thus there are a minimum of twelve 

possible bWiep bWhad combinations. Any combination which reconstructs both t-quark 

candidates within a mass window of 25 GeV/c2 from the generated top mass of 175 

GeV/c2 is considered a ‘good’ combination. One now needs to decide which of these 

combinations is the best, in order to choose which 6-jets should form the Higgs boson 

(note this is only relevant for candidate combinations which use different 6-quarks, 

not for example if they only have a different leptonic W  boson). Three methods were 

considered:

• Method 1: The ‘masses’ method uses the quality of the mass reconstruction by 

minimizing the quantity S2 = — m^)2 +  ( ra ^  — m*)2

• Method 2: The ‘thad p t’ method chooses the combination which maximises the 

value of the transverse momentum of the hadronic top

• Method 3: The ‘thad+tlep p t’ method chooses the combination which max

imises the value of the scalar sum of transverse momenta of the hadronic top 

and leptonic top
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Figure 6.23: A i? and energy ratio o f the reconstructed hadronic W  candidate to the 

true one. c) and d), the ‘best’ plots, are a subset o f plots a) and b) containing only 

the W  candidate closest to the true W  in A R in each event.
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Figure 6.24: Reconstructed mass o f the hadronically decayed W-boson. The left hand  

side is fo r  all light je t pairs whilst the right hand side shows only those within 25 

G eV /c 2 of the nom inal W  mass. On the right the solid line is all pairs within the 

mass window, whilst the dashed line is the pair closest in  A R, space to the true W .

The masses m ethod has m erit because in a very well m easured event one would 

expect to get very close to  the correct mass, allowing for decay w idth. However 

the event will typically not be this well measured and it is perfectly possible th a t a 

random  com bination will have a mass closer to the generated mass than  the correct 

com bination. The o ther two techniques rely 011 the event constituents typically being 

of high transverse m om entum . Reference [60] suggests th a t the com bination which has 

the hadronic top candidate w ith the highest p r  is, most likely, the correct com bination. 

As a variation on this, we also tried  selecting the com bination which m axim ising the 

scalar sum of the transverse m om enta of both  hadronic and leptonic t-quarks.

The results, in term s of how close in A R  space the reconstructed quarks are to the 

true quarks, are shown in fig. 6.25. One sees from figs. 6.25 a) and c) th a t m ethod 

1 is overall the poorest for reconstructing both  the hadronic and leptonic Tquarks. 

A lthough it reconstructs the hadronic top b e tte r than  m ethod 3, the s itua tion  is
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reversed (and to a larger degree) for the leptonic top. This is of small importance 

anyway as method 2 outperforms both of these. Method 2 is by far the best for 

reconstructing the hadronic top and is only slightly poorer than method 3 when 

reconstructing the leptonic top. This is particularly evident in fig. 6.25 b) (which 

is just the subset of fig. 6.25 showing those combinations which are reasonably well 

matched), which shows method 2 has a 20% advantage with respect to method 3 in 

terms of the selected combination being closer to the true hadronic top quark (in 

0 < AR < 1). There is no corresponding drop in the number of entries when going 

from fig. 6.25 b) to fig. 6.25 d), although method 3 maintains its slight advantage in 

mean and RMS. Overall, method 2 is clearly the best and is therefore adopted for 

the remainder of the analysis.

This concludes the section on top quark reconstruction. Three methods were 

investigated for choosing the correct combination of IT-bosons and 6-jets. It was 

found that the method where the hadronic top quark’s pt is maximised, on average 

found the correct solution most often. The next section continues by reconstructing 

the Higgs boson from the remaining 6-jets.

6.3.7 Higgs boson Reconstruction

After the best tt combination has been selected, the remaining two 6-jets are assumed 

to be the Higgs decay products. In the cases where five or more 6-jets were found in 

the event, one must first identify the best 6-jet pair. The Higgs mass cannot be used as 

a constraint, instead the pt  of the jets is used as a discriminant. Assuming the correct 

jets have been assigned to the top quarks, any extra jets must be from the underlying 

event and should therefore be of lower pT than the jets from the Higgs boson decay. 

Accordingly the two 6-jets with the highest pr  are assigned to the Higgs bboson decay. 

Note that these events with excess 6-jets are relatively rare anyway. The distribution 

of the invariant mass of the two Higgs candidate jets, mbb, for the signal and signal
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Figure 6.25: A E  between the reconstructed top quark and the true top quark, over the 

entire range on the left and the range 0 <  A R  <  1 on the right, fo r  three different 

methods fo r  selecting the best combination. The upper plots, a) and b), show the 

results fo r  the hadronic top and the lower, c) and d), show the results fo r  the leptonic 

top.
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with background are shown in fig. 6.26 for cone and k,T jet algorithms. The results 

shown have been normalised for 30 fb-1 of data, the amount nominally expected to be 

collected in the first three years of data taking. The number of entries is indicative of 

the statistics in each sample, while the histograms themselves show expected number 

of events.

The results for the signal are shown in fig. 6.26 a) and b) for the cone and kT jets 

respectively. Looking first at the plots as a whole one observes the invariant masses 

peak systematically lower than the true Higgs boson mass. This is unsurprising as in 

§6.2.4 it was shown that the constituent jets are systematically mis-measured usually 

as a result of missed energy. Whilst efforts to correct for muon spectrometer losses 

improved this, the energy lost from invisibles is still missing (as discussed in §6.3.3). 

The results show the cone results having lower peaks and means (the 120 GeV/c2 

sample seems to deviate from this, though not significantly) than the hr results. This 

is exactly as expected as the hr individual jets were closer to the parton energy in 

§6.2.4 as they are less subject to ‘out of cone’ effects. Moving across the Higgs mass 

range one sees the number of events falling with input mass. The two factors of falling 

cross-section and falling H  —»■ bb branching ratio being the cause of this. Fig 6.26 c) 

and d) show the same signal results with background added.

Before the backgrounds are discussed it should be pointed out that the events 

shown for the t t j j  background have been created with an altered light jet rejection 

factor. Recalling that the fast simulation rejection factor is on the order of 1 in 100 for 

light jets, the ‘correct’ run produced very low end results statistics. The histograms 

from this run made the background’s shape hard to determine. Given that, in fast 

simulation, the rejection factor is essentially completely random, a modified run was 

created with a light jet rejection factor of 1 in 10. This produced smoother results 

which were then normalised to the number predicted by the original sample (with a 

light jet rejection of 1 in 100). Due to the high statistical error in the mbb invariant 

masses from the events passing all event selection and reconstruction steps, the altered
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run is scaled to the number of events where at least 4 6-jets were found (beyond this 

stage the samples follow a similar cut efficiency). Both the t i j j  and irreducible tibb 

background were normalised to the same integrated luminosity (30 fb-1) as the signal. 

Comparing the background and signal invariant mass peaks, one sees that the ttbb 

background peaks at a similar value to the signal while the t i j j  background peaks 

at a lower value. This is a reflection of the fact that for the combinations where the 

top quarks are reconstructed correctly, the remaining jets in the backgrounds will be 

softer (than the 6-jets from the top or from the Higgs boson in the signal). However, 

even though the background is falling, it is still close enough to the search region 

(irrespective of choice of jet clustering algorithm) that the signal peak will be difficult 

to observe directly. Before the significance is calculated, a final cut is applied to select 

events in the Higgs mass peak region i.e. run — 30GeV/c2 <  mbb < nin +  30GeV/c2.

At this point we summarise the acceptance of the cut flow throughout the whole 

event selection and reconstruction procedure for the cone and kr  jet algorithms in 

tables 6.5 and 6.6 respectively.

The final numbers of expected events and the significance are shown in tables 6.7 

and 6.8, for the cone and kr  algorithms respectively. This shows the expected events 

for three years of data and the significance expected when using this analysis. One 

first observes that the results indicate a significance well below the level required for 

potential observation. We conclude that the integrated luminosity will need to be 

higher to observe this particular channel with this particular analysis. As part of 

a combined Higgs boson search the results still have merit, especially as the mass 

region searched for here is difficult for some of the ‘cleaner’ search channels (such 

as H  —»> Z Z  —> llll which would be able to observe the Higgs boson on their own. 

In addition, better analyses than presented here should certainly be prepared before 

and over the course of data taking. One result of note is that the significance is 

actually very similar for both jet algorithms. This was something of a surprise as
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Figure 6.26: Invariant mass o f the two bb pairs assigned to the Higgs boson fo r the sig

nal and background. The plots have been normalised to the expected number o f events 

fo r  30 fb~ l o f data. I t can be seen that the signal events peak system atically lower 

than the true Higgs boson mass, more so in the cone than k r  jets. The backgrounds 

peak in a region sim ilar to the signal thus m aking the peaks difficult to observe.
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Cut ttH (  110) ttH (  120) ttH { 130) ttbb t t j j

N l e p  ^  1 59.63% 60.16% 60.80% 61.55% 55.0%

N j e t  >  6 32.11% 32.78% 33.24% 24.45% 19.72%

N b j e t  > 4 3.24% 3.86% 4.15% 1.46% 0.033%

N w l e p  > 1 3.24% 3.86% 4.15% 1.46% 0.033%

N w h a d  > 1 2.56% 3.05% 3.27% 1.13% 0.026%

N a  >  1 1.54% 1.83% 1.96% 0.60% 0.016%

mbb window 1.11% 0.095% 1.06% 0.16% 0.006%

Table 6.5: Event selection efficiencies for signal and background at each stage of 

the analysis using the cone jet algorithm. Here N lep  is the no. of isolated leptons 

as defined in table. 6 . 3 .  N j e t  and N b j e t  are those jets included by the kinematic 

cuts defined in §6 . 3 . 2 .  N w l e p , N w h a d , N tt>  m bb are the efficiences for finding the 

leptonic W  (100% with approximations), hadronic W , top quarks and Higgs boson 

within their respective mass window.

the kr  algorithm has always held something of an advantage at each step of the 

analysis (all results tending to be «  25% higher, which would lead to an increase of 

around 10% in significance). This advantage appears lost in the end result, possibly 

because the scaling used when using a false light jet rejection factor affects the jet 

algorithms differently (The final cone numbers are scaled down by 19, whilst the 

kr  only by 16.5, to account for this. This may be because the kr  algorithm has a 

higher jet multiplicity and therefore the effect of applying an incorrect mis-tag rate 

will be more pronounced). We should remember however, that the kr  algorithm 

produced better centred energy ratio plots for the jets and should therefore predict 

more accurate masses.
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Cut ttif(llO ) ttH  (120) ttH  (130) ttbb t t j j

N l e p  > 1 59.63% 60.16% 60.80% 61.55% 55.0%

N j e t  > 6 39.65% 40.17% 41.92% 30.48% 20.81%

N b j e t  >  4 4.8% 5.0% 5.1% 1.90% 0.043%

N w l e p  >  1 4.8% 5.0% 5.1% 1.90% 0.043%

N w h a d  >  1 3.98% 4.15% 4.23% 1.48% 0.033%

t—1Al£

2.3% 2.43% 2.53% 0.88% 0.018%

nibb window 1.3% 1.3% 1.47% 0.28% 0.007%

Table 6.6: Event selection efficiencies for signal and background at each stage of the 

analysis using the kr jet algorithm. Here N lep is the no. of isolated leptons as defined 

in table. 6.3. N jet  and N b jet  are those jets included by the kinematic cuts defined 

in §6.3.2. N w lep , N w had , N ti, m m are the efficiences for finding the leptonic W  

(100% with approximations), hadronic W , top quarks and Higgs boson within their 

respective mass window.

Higgs Mass Signal events ttbb events t t j j  events B Tot ^  B t o t

110 GeV 48 129 276 405 2.4

120 GeV 27 113 230 343 1.5

130 GeV 18 104 220 334 1.0

Table 6.7: Event yield and significance for three Higgs masses for 30 fb~ l of data using 

the cone algorithm, after all cuts (see table 6.6). The signal and ttbb background are 

calculated to leading order, whilst the ttbb background is calculated at next-to-leading 

order, however no K-factors are used.
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Higgs Mass Signal events ttbb  events t t j j  events B t o t ®SIG ^  B t o t

110 GeV 56 207 372 579 2.4

120 GeV 38 198 359 557 1.6

130 GeV 25 187 334 521 1.1

Table 6.8: Event yield and significance for three Higgs masses for 30 fh ~ x of data 

using the hr algorithm, after all cuts (see table 6.6). The signal and ttbb background 

are to leading order, whilst the ttbb background is at next-to-leading order, however 

no K-factors are used.

6.3.8 System atics

Several systematic effects were investigated. Specifically these concern trigger thresh

olds, input masses and mass windows. The first of these is very important as triggers 

are always subject to possible change, as experimental needs are balanced against 

computational capabilities. Usually this is in the form of raising trigger thresholds, 

which has already happened once for the triggers used for this channel. The trigger 

requires a single isolated energetic lepton (pr> 20 GeV/c muon or pr>  25 GeV/c 

electron) within the central region (\r)\ < 2.5). The effect of increasing the transverse 

momentum requirement by 5 and 10 GeV/c for each lepton flavour was investigated. 

This is known to be a steeply falling quantity from fig. 6.2(a). The combined effect of 

raising each threshold by 5 GeV/c (p t>  25 GeV/c muon or p t > 30 GeV/c electron) 

causes around 9% of signal events to be lost. The number appears similar for the t i j j  

and around 12% for the ttbb background. As the t i j j  is by far the dominant back

ground the significance is reduced by approximately 5%. If the thresholds were raised 

by 10 GeV/c, the levels lost increase proportionally to 20% and the significance falls 

by 10% from the current values. Clearly increasing trigger thresholds would not be a 

sensible intentional cut and if forced by experimental restictions will be detrimental 

to this channel.
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The input mass refers to the numbers for the pole masses of the TT-boson and 

£-quark. It should be checked that when one looks for di-jet or tri-jet combinations 

at these numbers, one is indeed finding the correct object and not an artifact. One 

can search for example for a FF-boson of 75 or 85 GeV/c2 and a t-quark of 165 or 

185 GeV/c2. When one then looks at the eventual Higgs boson cases one sees that 

in general several events are lost from each sample. This indicates real objects are 

found at the correct mass. However the fact that the effect is relatively small (on 

the order of a few percent), suggests the analysis is not strongly dependent on very 

precise knowledge of the pole mass.

The most obvious mass window one might vary is that around the final Higgs 

mass, chosen initially as ±30 GeV/c2. It was found that increasing the window 

improved significance and decreasing it worsened significance. However, for a 10 

GeV/c2 alteration i.e. 30 —» 20 or 40 GeV/c2, the improvement for the larger window 

was negligible, whereas the smaller window lost 10% of the significance. Thus 30 

GeV/c2 seems an adequate choice to isolate the desired region as much as possible 

without overly impacting on significance. Along similar lines, we investigated varying 

the window around the pole masses of the other particles in the event (^-quarks and 

FF-bosons). The results are shown in table 6.9. One sees that narrowing the mass 

windows causes a drop in significance and is thus a poorer choice. Increasing the 

windows does slightly increase the significance and so is on the face of it a potential 

improvement. However the increase is somewhat marginal and loosening requirements 

may allow some unconsidered backgrounds to enter the frame. For instance, the 

FF±jets background has a cross-section many times that of even ££, but was not 

simulated because it should be very efficiently rejected. In part this is achieved by 

light jet rejection, as four mis-tagged jets are required, but mass reconstruction would 

also play a part. Additionally, the Higgs mass peak would be expected to broaden, as 

more incorrect pairings are found making the exact mass more difficult to measure.
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Mass Orig IV->15 GeV IV->35 GeV Top->15 GeV Top—>35 GeV

110 GeV 2.4 2.1 2.6 2.0 2.5

120 GeV 1.6 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.7

130 GeV 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.0 1.2

Table 6.9: Systematic effect of mass windows on significance for three Higgs masses 

using the kx algorithm. The original windows are 25 GeV/c2 for both the hadronic 

W-boson and the t-quarks

Another systematic effect which should be considered is 6-jet tagging, because it 

is very important in signal acceptance and background rejection. The rule of thumb 

numbers used in fast simulation are that 60% 6-jet tagging efficiency can be achieved 

with a light jet rejection factor of 100. The numbers for the fully simulated samples 

should be of this order, but will depend on other factors (such as px) as real taggers 

are used. Because the probability of finding four 6-jets scales as a power of four, very 

small increases would have a large effect on yield. Increasing the 6-jet efficiency from 

0.6 to 0.65 for example, should increase signal throughput by over 30%. Alternatively 

doubling light jet rejection should reduce the dominant background to a quarter of 

the size indicated. It is possible both of these scenarios (though not simultaneously) 

will be achievable by the time data runs begin. One final issue is that the (dominant) 

t t j j  background is generated at Next to Leading Order (NLO), whilst the signal 

and semi-irreducible ttbb background are only LO. This is simply because no NLO 

generators were available at the time. As an alternative, one can calculate the K- 

factor - the ratio of the NLO cross-section to the leading order cross-section. One can 

then multiply the expected event total by this number, to get an approximate value 

that would be achieved with a real NLO generator. For the signal at LHC energies 

the cross-section variation with mass is shown in fig. 6.27 a) and with renormalisation 

scale, //, in fig. 6.27 b) [61]. In the central region jj, = p Q, where /x0 — (2m t +  m ff) !2
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was the scale used in generation, the k-factor is approximately 1.2. Even if one also 

assumes this value for the ttbb background (bearing in mind it is only approximately 

one third of the total background, \ fB ro r  only increases by a few %), one expects 

an increase in significance of close to 20%.

6.3.9 Comparison with other studies

In the ATLAS experiment, the t tH , H  —»■ bb channel was analysed for the physics 

TDR [39], sec 19.2.4.3. For a 120 GeV/c2 Higgs boson that study expected 40 signal 

and 127 background events for an integrated luminosity of 30 fb-1. The significance 

was 3.6, more than twice the number in the present study. Some of this was explained 

when the same study was carried out with new simulated data [55]. Differences there 

were found to be from new parton distribution functions (PDF’s) and the more ac

curate matrix element decription of the ttbb background. Respectively, this resulted 

in lower signal cross-sections and higher jet multiplicities/energies in the ttbb back

ground. Additionally, trigger thresholds were lower than for later studies. When one 

compares the present study with the ‘TDR-like’ study in [55] one finds the signal 

prediction is broadly as predicted in the present study, as is the ttbb background. 

However the number of t i j j  events is radically different - as much as 5 times higher 

in the present study. There are several reasons for this. Firstly the cross-section for 

t i j j  used in the present study is around 750 pb as opposed to 490 pb (this is the most 

pessimistic scenario at NLO). Secondly, because matrix element generators produce 

higher p t  jets, more events will pass kinematic cuts and in addition the invariant 

mass of a lW  pair will be larger and so closer to the Higgs mass. Finally the number 

of events with 4 5-jets is approximately 2.5-3 times higher, because the matrix ele

ment generator produces higher average jet multiplicities and as stated above they 

tend to be harder.

Results compared to the ‘TDR-like’ study in [55] are therefore also poorer though
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not to the same degree (for a 120 GeV/c2 Higgs boson, a significance of 1.5 as opposed 

to 2.0). The analysis in [55] also employed a sophisticated likelihood analysis to 

improve the jet pairing (reducing signal combinatorics) and remove background. For 

a 120 GeV/c2 Higgs boson, a significance of 2.9 was found, again nearly twice the 

number in the present study and this does not include any K-factor for the signal 

which increases the significance further. Whether the values in [55] can be reached 

will depend on the quality of the real 6-jet tagging, given the larger than anticipated 

effect of the t i j j  background.

The most recent calculations for the other LHC general purpose detector, CMS, 

were also compared [62]. For 60 fb-1 the significance is 1.6 for each lepton flavour, 

so is about the same as the present study. However the older PD F’s were used for 

the signal and a different (leading order) matrix element generator for the tt+ jets 

background, which leads to a cross-section half the (somewhat conservative) value 

used in the present study. CMS will in general find the channel more challenging 

than ATLAS as the same 6-tagging rate cannot be achieved for an equivalent light 

jet rejection.
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion

GEANT4 simulation of 

comparison of the cone 

and kr  jet algorithms and the effect of next-to-leading (NLO) generation of the t i j j  

were investigated. The conclusion for the first of these aims is that the kr  algorithm 

tends to find higher jet multiplicity and better energy resolution, but that this may 

not necessarily yield a higher significance.

The NLO simulation of the reducible t i j j  has led to a change of thinking on this 

channel. It had been thought that the semi-irreducible tibb would dominate, but the 

higher cross-section than formerly predicted («  750 pb compared to 500 pb), coupled 

with the generally higher energy jets one gets from matrix element generators (as 

opposed to parton showering generators) means that the t i j j  background is now the 

largest. Effective 6-jet tagging and light jet rejection will thus be even more important 

than previously thought.

There is some difficulty in achieving good energy resolution on fully simulated 

6-jets. This is largely a physics, not a detector effect, because the reconstructed and 

truth jets show good agreement. Attempts were made to correct for energy lost in 

the semi-leptonic decay of 6-jets, with some success. However, jet resolutions are still 

poorer than those from fast simulation corrections, which at present seem optimistic.

The aim of this work was to study reconstruction of the full 

the tiH , H  —»■ 66 Higgs boson search channel. In particular
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Nevertheless, at some point physics effects from hadronisation place a final limit on 

mass resolution.

The final significance for 30 fb-1 of data is poorer than previously anticipated, 

the changes in background estimation being largely responsible for this. Because the 

mass resolution is so smeared, the channel will be an exercise in counting and good 

knowledge of background cross-sections will be vital. Jet tagging provides the final 

limitation on the channel and viability depends greatly on whether light jet rejection 

can be improved. Nevertheless, the channel should form a vital part of the ATLAS 

search for a low mass Higgs boson.
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